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Fig. 1.- A Drawing
room Cabi:J.et, 
Front Elevation. 
(Scale, 1 iz!. to 
1 ft. ) 

DRAWING-ROOM 

CABINET. 

Fig. 2.- End or Side 
Elevation. 0 :1 
same Scale. 
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SHORT LESSONS IN WOOD-WORKING FOR AMATEURS. [Work-November28,1891. 

A DR.\..WB'G-ROOM CABINET. 
'BY A. T. H.ARTINGTON. 

I NTRODUCTORY - SUIPLICITY OF CONSTRUCTION
M ATERIALS - DIMENSIONS - ANALYSIS OF 
AllRJ\NGEMENT OF LoWER PART-OF UPPER 
PART- GLASS- LINING CUPBOARDS- FULL
SIZED D ETAILS. 

THE cabinet is to the drawing-room what 
the sideboard is to the dining-room-the 
principal piece of furniture, or at any rate 
the most imposing in appearance. Origin
ally, no doubt, the cabinet was a small port
able cupboard, which, as it developed, was 
divided into separate compartments, more, 
1 •erhaps, for utility tban for ornament. Now 
the arrangement of the cupboards forms an 
important part, even so far as appearance 
only is concerned, and a cabinet may not 
inaptly be regarded as an assemblage of 
small cupboards. 

The one which forms the present subject, 
as ·will be seen from the illustrations, Figs. 1 
a nd 2, the former showing the front and 
the latter the end elevation, is admirably 
adapted for the display of those knick-knacks 
for the reception of which a cabinet is pri
marily intended. I t also forms in itself a use
ful and handsom~ piece of furniture, which, 
if properly carried out, represents consider
<~ble monetary value. Possibly many readers 
may be inclined to think it too elaborate 
for them to construct, and very likely they 
are right, for it is just the kind of job which 
requires a fairly expert maker, as unless 
made well the result would not be so satis
factory as if something simpler had been 
attempted. At the same time, I may as 
well point out to those to whom the apparent 
complexity may possibly cause a degree of 
hesitation, or a doubt that they could man
age to make the cabinet, that there is really 
no difficulty about it. If they can make 
any single part, say one of the cupboards, 
separately, they can do the lot. The con
~truction is really very simple and not 
lJeyond the ability of any fairly competent 
cabinet-maker. He will require more time, 
l;ut little, if any, more skill than if he were 
making a small two-door cabinet. Neatness 
and accuracy must be studied, and if he does 
so he may depend on turning out a present
able piece of furniture. 

Now, without going into details which 
would be needless to those who can make 
this job, a few hints may be acceptable. 

Originally designed for, and made up in, 
Ameican walnut, with carved panels, as 
suggested, the cabinet is €minently suited 
for the fashionable rosewood, with mar
quetry substituted for the carvings, and in
laid stringings instead of the beads shown 
on the squares. 

Figs. 1 and 2 are drawn to the scale of 
1 in. = 1 ft., so that it will be seen that the 
principal measurements are as follows :
Width, 5 ft.. ; height to top of lower part, 
3 ft. 4 in., and over F~-11, 8ft.; depth from back 
t o front, on top, 1ft. 6 in., and 9 in. on the 
upper part, exclusive of the projection of 
the top moulding. 

Analysing the design, the lower part is 
~een to consist of t\\'O end cupboards, with 
open space between them and the top ; in 
the centre a two-door cupboard, immediately 
under the top, and separated by an open 
space, with spindle·rail and turned column 
from the bottom cupboard, which is enclosed 
by a door hinged at the bottom and forming 
n. convenient plnce for music or large books. 
The other cnphoards have glass panels, 
either plain or :;il >ered, as it may be desired 
to l(;t the contents be visible or not. 

The upper part, of course, is separate from 
the lower, and immediately above the top, 
in the back, are three silvered plates with 
bevelled edges-in fact, in a good job of 
this sort all the plates, whether transparent 
or silvered, ought to be bevelled. Above 
these plates are cupboards at each end, with 
a shelf on a line with their bottoms. Above 
this shelf, in the back, is a silvered plate, 
and immediately above it two small cup
boards, with an open space between them, 
and with a glass at the back. Above the 
end cupboards the back, instead of being 
fiat, is curved forwards to the top, or coved, 
the space between the coves being occupied 
by a glass at the back. 

Other details will be seen more distinctly 
from the design, and few remarks about 
them will be necessary. 

The end cupboards of the upper part are 
shown with transparent glass panels in the 
outer ends, and their backs should either be 
lined with velvet (plush) or with looking
glass. If a shelf is desirable inside, let it be 
of plate-glass with polished edges. The end 
cupboards of the lower part may be treated 
in the same way, but it is generally batter 
to have the lower parts of cabinets, etc., 
more solid looking than the uppers. The 
principal details are given in the next page 
as follows :-

Fig. 3 shows one of the turned columns, 
all of which are the same in pattern1 but 
vary in length according to their pos1tion. 
Above the turned part a sectional draw
ing gives the beading which is used on all 
the fronts of the squares, and by reference 
to Fig. 1 it will be noticed that they should 
be stopped. 

Fig. 4 shows the moulding of the top, 
which the veriest tyro need hardly be told 
will be lined up, and not solid in the full 
thickness of the edge. 

Fig. b gives a half-size representation of 
the moulding on top, together with its 
accompanying frieze. With. regard to this a 
few remarks may be necessary. Above the 
coves it will be seen to be rounded and fluted . 
as indicated in Fig. 5. As is, no doubt, well 
known to the majority of those who will 
make this cabinet, the rounded portion is 
simply planted on after having been turned 
in the lathe, and as four pieces will be· re
q_uired, two of them being in the lower por
twn above the end cupboards, they will be 
turned at the same time by being tempor
arily fastened on to a central block or 
core. 

1 do not think any practical cabioet-mak~r 
or joiner will e:Jtpenence any difficulty m 
carrying out the design, and, though I am 
not writing for novicesorunskilled amateurs, 
if any of these intend to make the cabinet, 
and find there is some part of the construc
tion which they do not understand, if they 
will state exactly where their difficulty lies 
I will endeavour to help them through 
'· Shop." V ague requests, however, that 
they may be told how to make the cabinet, 
or any portion of it, will, however, hardly 
be worth noticing, so perhaps inquirers will 
please state just the points they want to 
know· about. 

It may be said that when it is completed 
the cabinet presents a splendid appear
ance and will be found to be a handsome 
and 'comprehensive receptacl~--:if I may ~e 
permitted to use such a quahfymg term m 
reference to the article of furniture now 
under consideration-for a fair percentage 
of the thousand and one things which col
lectors of bric-a-brac and curiosities gener
ally delight to gather together, and with 
this I must quit my subject. 

SHORT LESSONS IN WOOD-WORKING 
FOR AMATEURS. 

BY B • .A. B.A.XTER. 

THE PLANE. 

r:N our second lesson we were introduced to 
the " winding strips " and their use; we 
ought now to make the acquaintance ot the 
trying plane. Thejack plane, which we have 
hitherto used,. does not give such accurate 
surfaces as tne trying plane, because it i& 
smaller, and also because it is not usually 
sharpened so carefully or its surface so well 
kept. The trying plane in general use is 
22 in. Ion~, the jack plane being usually 
17 in. ; th1s shows that the trying plane is 
much superior in producing flat surfaces. 

Having, by means of trying plane, wind
ing stickS, ·and careful work, produced a fiat 
surface, mark it ; for it is much less trouble .. 
to obtain true surfaces from the first than 
to employ winding sticks for each fresh 
surface ; therefore, whatever angle it is de
sired that the second surface shall have in 
relation to the first, it can be obtained by 
-~he use of a square or bevel, for if a surface 
is everywhere in the same. relation to a flat 
surface, the second is also fiat. When two 
adjacent surfaces are thus planed, and the 
angle correct, the other two surfaces are 
generally reguired to be parallel to the first 
planed. Th1s is generally accomplished by 
using a marking gauge, and when the pupil 
can plane a piece of wood, the section of 
which, cut at right angles to two adjacent 
sides, gives four equal and therefore right 
angles, he will have achieved much in the 
way of mechanical manipulation. 

There are other variet1es of planes in con
stant use for special purposes, but enough 
has been said to suggest the fact that a. 
plane is a copying tool : the iron cuts, and 
leaves the wood the counterpart of itself. 

The next attempt in the use of the flane 
may be to try and plane the ed~es o two 
boards until they agree. This 1s difficult 
for a beginner, so I have said "attempt,» 
but the effort cannot be anything but bene
ficial even if not quite a success. The 
material for this exercise may be two _pine 
boards, 11 in. wide and 1 in. thick. They 
should be well supported in the bench screw 
and upon a bench pin in the sideboard, sup
porting the board at a convenient height; 
from 3 ft. to 4 ft. will be a suitable length. 

Another useful exercise in planing is to 
make a 'Straight-edge or a plumb-rule. In 
doin~ this the use of the gauge is involved, 
but 1t has also this advantage : that it is a 
test for the performance of the trying plane. 
If the plane is slightly untrue, a.s sometimes 
will be the case, through violent changes of 
temperature or from continual use, th& 
planing of an edge and the use of a ~uge, 
followed by the use of the same plane m the 
same cond~tion, will be a test of the state of 
the plane. Should it have been used f?r 
small work for some time the plane will 
probably have worn hollow, 'and Will there
fore make the edge of the board rounding, 
and all the efforts of the worker cannC?; 
make a straight edge ; on the other hand, u 
the plane has worn, as planes generally do, 
chiefib in front of the cutterkthen the plane 

. "hll "f wlll e more prone to wor o ow1 or 
the plane produces the counterpart of 1tself. 

Tlie begmner must not, however, attempt. 
to correct his trying place, bv.t mus~ obtam 
skilled help from a joiner or take h1s plane 
to a plane-maker, telling him what .he. con
siders to be the fault, and w~en 1t .LS re
turned, do not drive the wedge m so trghtlv 
as to strain the plane. 

. ..... 
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HOW TO MAKE A. QUARTER HORSE
POWER STEAM ENGINE. 

BY F. A. M. 

- THE CROSSHEAD JoiNT-C.RANK-SHAFT
THE EccENTRIC AND STRAP- THE 
EccENTRIC AND VALVE·RODS. 

FrrTING CROSSHEAD JOINT-CENTRING AND TURN· 
JNG THE CRANK-SHAFT-TURNING THE ECCEN· 
TRIC STRAP - CHUCKING AND TURNING THE 
ECCENTRio-HOW TO TAKE UP WEAR IN THE 
BEAUINGS - TURNING THE VALVE·ROD AND 
FITTING THE JOINT-PUTTING THE ENGINE 
TOGETHER AND .ADJUSTING THE SLIDE· VALVE. 

LET us now return to the crosshead and 
complete it. The first thing to do will be 
to file up the sides, or cheeks, of the upper 

part true with the hole, 
and bring it to 1 in. wide 
(see Fig. 8, page 328), so that 
itmayfitbetween the sides of 
the fork of the connecting
rod. The little mandrel, 1n, 
of Fig. 53(page501),has been 
turned to the taper of the 
reamer used for cleaning out ( 
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Fig. 3.-Pattern 
for Turned 
Pilast er (half 
size). 

' I 

the hole for the crosshead 
pin; it will therefore fit into 
that hole projecting at both 
sides. Now, if on that man
drel we fit a little thick 
ferrule or annular disc of 
about 1 in. diameter, so 
that, while fitting on the 
mandrel, it can be brought 

up to touch one of the sides, it will form a 
guide for the filin~ just as the head of the 
crosshead pin diet when we were working 
upon the fork of the connecting-rod. Take 
a bit of round iron or brass of about 1 in. 
diameter, and say 1 in. long, bore a t in. ' 
hole through it, and try it on t.he small end 
of the rn~ndrel, m, where it J?rojects through 
the hole m the crosshead; If 1t will not go 
on, enlarge the hole in it with the reamer 
till it will go up into touch with the face of 
the crosshend ; now take it off, drive out 
the little mctndrel, and drive the little piece 
of iron on to it ; put it thus in the lathe 
and square up both ends, or sides, of it ; 
knock it off mandrel m, put mandrel into 
crosshead, and put the httle p~ece on the 
pro.jecting end, when it should fit the man
drel and come up into touch with the croas
head, so that you can use it to test the side 
of the crosshead and bring it true with the 
hole. The other side may be made parallel 
by means of the callipers, or the little ferrule 

• • • 

may be bored a little larger with the reamer, is done, the end surfaces, ab and c d, will he 
so that it can be pushed further up mandrel used to measnre from, and this will help us to 
m, and so be used upon the other side of the get the necks for the two Lea rings, and that 
hole in the crosshead. The remainder of on the crank-pin, correctly vln.ccd. We may 
the crosshead may be filed up to look well, now proceed to tu m the shaft on the centre:-:, 
and the oil-hole at the top enlarged and b, d. If the crank were weaker we should 
tapped for the lubricator, when the cross- have to fit a bit of hard wood between th e 
head may be oiled and laid aside. throws, or arms, of the crank; lmt this will 

We may now undertake the crank-shaft. hardly be required in the present case, 
A sketch of the forging supplied for this except in square centrin~. 'J'nm the ma.in 
appears at Fig. 55. A round bar, 1 in. in part at each end to } in. full, leaving a little· 
diameter, is bent for the crank, and the to come oft' at the final linishin~. when the 
flattened ends are turned up at A, A1 to assi8t arms, A, A, :;hall h:wc been cut ofl', and when 
in the turning, which ends are atterwards the eccentric and Hy-whccl are being fitted; 
cut off. The outer surfaces (ab and cd) turn the necks for the Lea.rit1gs, taking out 
may be roughly squared up first, and then the bra.~ses and trying one of each pair upon 
the centres (band d) found by placing the the neck which is to turn in it, a:; it is quit.e 
crank on the V's, marked with the centre- essential the fit should be good, both as to 
punch, square-centred in the lathe, and diameter aud as to the rouudi ng of thb 
drilled up as usual for turning the crank- corners. It is comparatively easy to make a. 
shaft, the arms, A, A, acting as carrier for the fit when you can use one of the brasse;; as a 
driver chuck. Next, a point-tool may be gauge for your work as you turn the ne('k ; 
used to strike a circle on the ends of A A at whilst, if the shaft had been made first, it 
a and c,_just 2.1. in. from the centre ~f the would have been very difticult. 'l'ake car<:: 
shaft. When the arc is struck at c the tool to get the necks as smooth and ronnel as 
would be withdrawn and the crank turned possible, and well polished, then rub the1n 
end for end, when it would be moved for- , over with marking, and rub the brasses round 

' 
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Fig. 6.-Carved Bra~ket (full size ~ . 

Fig. fi.
Moulding and 
Frieze (half 
size). 

~=====;====Fig. 4.-Top 1 l thalf size). 

w~rd ~o st~ke ~n arc at a without oth~r- 1 on them, to see _wltcth?t' they_b<'a.r even_ly · 
wise d1sturbmg 1t, so as to ensure the radms 1 you may ·very likely find a httlc scraf•mg 
being exactly the same at each end. Do not 1 necessary insicle the brasses to make t 1e~11 
on any account .exceed the measurement of fit perfectly. Having- fini,;hcd the man: 
2t in., or yo~ will have to reduce the thick- bearing necks, place the lathe centres_ at _a 
ness of the piston or take other measures to and c, and turn the neck of the erank-pm m . 
prevent its knocking against one or both a similar wa.y, trying the bras:;e~ of the con
ends of the cylinder. The centres at a. and necting-rod upon it as before Lle:;eribcd. The 
c must be absolutely in the same plane as crank-pin being thus finished, the a.m1s, A, A, 
the centres b and d. To ensure this, try the may be cut off with t.he ha.ck-sa "', the euds 
forging on the surface-plate, and file the of the shaft turned, and, if dcsit·ed, the a.rm~ 
underside till it ceases to rock, and till the or throws of the crank eau be flll.:!d up and 
centres, b and d, both come opposite the J>Olished; or tha.t part ma.y be pa.mted . 
point of the scribing-block. Now, with the 'rhe fly-wheel is supposed to he already· 
point so set, scribe across the arcs previously finished, and to have a key\\'ay cut in it ~ in .. 
marked at a and c,; the points, a, b, c, d, wide and _;~ in. deep. The key $honld bt~ of 
will then bei all o! them, equidistant from steel, as also that for the ec<:en t~·ic! w lri~h, 
the sudace-p ate, and therefore they all lie however, need not be more th;~n ·t[r ut. w1de 
in one plane. Countersink and drill the and} in. thick. It wou ld, of <'tmrse, be more 
centres at a and c, and put the crank in the orthodox to sink a. groove in the :-;ha.rt instead 
lathe to turn the main part of the shaft. 1 of simply filing tt flat a:; sll(lwu nt. Fig. 16 
Tb,ough the surfaces, a b, c d, are supposed (p. 32~) ; but this would require a. slot-drill, 
to have been filed fairly square and true, j and, by makinp: the key for the tly-wh0el 
yet it will ,be ""?ell, first, to turn them true . rat.hcr wider tlto:Ul usua.l, it will holtl the fly
m the lathe. The dimensions written on wheel firmly if well tittecl : the proti le of the 
Fig. M are the forged dimensions, and give key for the eccen trids~hown at Fi~. 1!J (p. :~28). 
the, size of th~ work before it is turned. In It and the larger one fLil' the fl y-wheel a re 
tutB,ing up the ends of the shaft and the about if:r in. thinnerattbcpoint, l;oa:;ttlcau:;;e 
arms, . .A, A1 bring the extreme length to that them to tighten up like a wedge. t he bottom 
written UJ!on,tb_e drawing Fig. 5 (page 260), of the keyways being ca.rcfu ll), fil ed to tbo 
na~ely, ll)n. by 1 ~n. by 1-!_ in. ~y_i- in. b.Y same slope 1:0u th~t the kf~Y nHl); bear equally_ 
lf m. 'by1 in. by I ~ m.= 8}- m. When th1s hard all along 1ts length. 'l'he ily-whee.l 
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being bored, we may at once finish one end 
of the crank-shaft, and make it fit accu
rately into the wheel; it may then be laid 
a!>ide till the eccentric is finished, since it is 
~asier to fit a shaft to a hole than vice ve-rsa. 

Eccentric anti S trap.- Tbe eccentric and 
its strap may next be undertaken ; they are 
shown in :Figs. 16, 18, and 19, as well as in 
t he complete views. 'l'he eccentric for the 
feed-pump is so a.rranged that it may be 
;::~.dded 0r left out, according as it is required 
to have a feed-pump or not; it is shown, 
with its method of attachment, in Figs. 19, 
:20, and 21 : it is simply bored out to fit 
upon the boss of the ::;lide-valve eccentric, 
.aud fixed to it with two screws. Taking in 
hand the eccentric strap first, file up the ears, 
where the screws pass through, to fasten 
t he two halves of the strap together. These 
four surfaces should be got up with the 
help of the face-plate, using a squar~ to try 
·whether the half strap stat~ds UI? strat~J?.t on 
the plate ; the ear::; <U"e ~ m. thtck. vv hen, 
therefore, the four little surfaces have been 
filed true, set the point of the scribing-block 
to ~ in: high, and, holding the half straps in 
one hand, scribe acros:; the ears of both, on 
each side, a line ~ in. above each of the four 
finished surfaces so as to mark the thickness 
0f the ears, t hen fi le to these marks so as to 
~~t a fiat surface for the heads of the screws. 
1.~ ext set the scriber point to 1 ~ in., and 
mark off the large flat surface on the one 
half strap and the small one on the other. 
Tin the ears and solder the two halves of the 
strap together, then fit the screws and screw 
them firmly in. Now file one side of the 
strap, thus united, perfectly flat ; screw a 
piece of hard wood on to the face-plate, 
chuck, and turn it true and flat; lay the flat 
side of the strap upon this and fix it .by 
means of two dogs, in a similar way to that 
shown at Fig. 36, the dogs clasping only 
about t in. of the ears, so t hat almost the 
whole of the frout snrface of the strap can 
be t urned true ; face up this front surface, 
bringing the strap to t in. thick, and turn 
out the intet·ior, observing carefully the 
dimensions in F ig. 18 ; scratch a fine line 
.:ound~ to which you can file the outsid~, and 
take tile strap from the lathe t o finish with 
t he file. You can then chuck it again the 
reverse way to smooth and polish the first 
s ide, then melt the solder and separate the 
two halves. N O\V t.ake the eccentric itself, 
grasp it in a universal chuck by the boss, 
bore the hole i in., and cut or mark the key
way ; fit it on to a mandrel (the crank-shaft 
would do, but mind it does not get bent 
when you hammer it on and oft)-it must fit 
rather tight-put it between the centres, and 
finish the outside of the boss and the sides 
of the eccentric, bringing it to ~ in. wide. To 
turn the outside of the eccentric we need 
a die chuck, but, failing that, can mana~e 
another way. Put on the face-plate chuck, 
with a flat piece of hard wood upon it

1 
truly 

faced up ; prepare another piece ot hard 
wood H io. thick, or more, and about 5 in. 
by 4 in., with edges nicely squared up · put 
two long screws through the corners of this 
and screw it upon the middle of the first 
piece, sinking the heads of the screws below 
t he !-:UI·face, so that you can face it up in the 
\tathe ; now Lore in the lathe a 1 t in. hole in 
t he cent re of this piece, 1 in. or more deep, 
into wh ich you can press the boss of the 
eccentric ; tbc radius of the eccentric which 

· joins it' t\\'o ccutt·es must be placed parallel 
with t wo ::;iucs of the squared-up piece. 
Fig. 56 will make this plain : A is the face
vb .te : I~, the first piece of 'vood; C, the 
second, in which the boss of the eccentric is 
:5.t ted, the eccentric standing up on a line, 

et b, parallel with lines c d, e. f, drawn on B. of the joint with prussiate of potash, harden 
Now it is evident the two screws holding o the pin, and grind it in with emery 
to B may be taken out and the piece c powder. Clean off the emery, and the joint 
moved down t in. along the lines c d, e j, and 1s finished. 
refixed there ; thus the piece o acts like the No directions appear to be needed for 
slide of an eccentric chuck, and enables us fitting the fiange at the larger end to the 
to bring the sheaf of the eccentric true with eccentric-sheaf; and the eccentric-rod itself 
the centre of revolution of the lathe, so that may be got up bright, draw-filed, and fin
the outside of the eccentric can be turned. ished with emery-cloth, or it may be simply 
Lest the eccentric should move while being left rough and painted. 
turned, owing to the boss turning round in Putting together t/te Engine.-It will be 
the hole in c, an iron clamp, g, may be well at this stage to fit the parts, thus far 
plaoed across the hole and secured by a finished, together. 
screw passing through that hole into the The cylinder being bolted to the bed-plate, 
wood. The half of the eccentric strap will, the piston and rod in place, the crosshead 
of course, be used to test the work, and the and guide plates fixed, put the crank-shaft 
eccentric should be made to fit, both on the into the two bearings, and put the con
; in. middle band, and on the smaller t in. necting-rod on to the crank-pw, and, after 
bands on each side of it, so that the eccen- laying these parts on the bed-plate

1 
bring 

trio may bear upon the whole tin. width of together the fork end of the connectmg-rod 
the strap, an advantage this torm of con- ana the crosshead, passing the pin through, 
struction has over the older arrangement, and securing the joint. Push the piston to 
where the strap works in a groove in the the bottom of its stroke, as it appears in 
eccentric, which latter must then be the Fig. 5 ; place the crank horizontal, and mark 
widest and, therefore, must take up more on the bed the position occupied by the 
room on the shaft. When the straps wear; .. ~oles of the two crank-shaft bearings. Now 
as they must do·in time, a.s also the brasses n the crank half-round, pulling out the 
of the connecting-rod etc., they must be piston to the end of its stroke. Set the 
taken apart, and a little filed or scraped off crank again horizontal, and mark again the 
the ears where the straps are screwed position of the soles of the bearings on the 
together, or off the biasses where they touch, bed-plate. This position should be the same 
until all looseness is gone and the fit is again as before, but if the bearings have moved a 
perfect. If this is not done the engine will little in the direction of the length of the 
"knock" on each "dead centre "-that is, bed, you have only to place them in an inter
there will be a thump heard every time the mediate l'osition, so as to split the differ
piston changes its direction of motion. euce ; scnbe through the bolt-holes in the 
Whenever such a thing happens the cause feet of the bearings on to the bed, drill and 
should be sought for, and tne noise stopped. ·tap these holes, fix the four studs, and bolt 
An engine in proper order makes no knock the bearings down on the bed. 
or thump ; the sli~htest noise of that kind The brasses of the large end of the con
suggests bad wor.k:manship. Our engine necting-rod having been clasped on, the 
should be quite inaudible in the next room; crank-pin should suffice to place the crank
no one need object to have it in a room .in shaft fairly at right angles with the centre 
the house if the workshop be so situated ; line of the engine. Any error that might 
its presence will not be suspected if it be arise would be eliminated by splitting the 
kept in proper order. difference between two positions. The studs 

The eccentric-rod and the valve-rod would which secure the bearings should fit fairly 
seem to come next in order. A casting is well in· the holes, so as to act partly as 
provided for both. The valve-rod will re- steady pins. 
quire to be turned up, and draw-filed like Now you may as well file a flat on the 
the piston-rod, to avoid wearing out the crank-shaft, and make the key to secure the 
stuffing; bu.t, a.s it is only f-in. in diameter, fly-wheel . Fit this carefully, and drive it 
it will require some kind ol a back-stay to in pretty firmly, and you can then turn the 
support it whilst being turned. When the engine round by the wheel. Try it round 
shaft is finished to size the thread may be to see whether it moves evenly, or 'vhether 
cut with stock and dies, taking care not to it sticks or moves stiffly at any point. If it 
cut it too high up, so that the threaded _part does, seek what is wron~ by taKing off one 
will be drawn into the stuffing-box. Then thing after another, till you find what is 
the nuts may be threaded in a three-jawed tiaht. 
universal chuck, and trued up in position "For instance, you might disconnect the 
on the rod. crosshead joint, and try the three brasses 

The joint is the only ~emaining point OD; the ~rank-shaft alone. Suppose there is 
which need delay us. Flle up first that sttll a t1ghtness, then you could loosen them 
part which belongs to the valve.rod. It one by one, then tighten one at a time, turn
requires to be t in. thick ; and the fiat sur- ing_the wheel every now and then. 
faces on each side to be parallel with the Your aim should be to have the bearings 
centre line of the rod, and equally distant all equally tight, so that the shaft can freely 
from it. These conditions can be simply revolve without much friction, and yet with
ensured by pressing one of the surfaces down out being loose enough to knock. However, 
upon the surface-plate, so that the len~th of there is sure to be a slight stiffness in a new 
the rod is supported in th.e air, when .tt will en~]pe, which will wea~ off by:an~-bJ:. 
be easy to see whether it lS parallel With the vv e could prevent th1s by grmdmg m the 
plate or not. joints, bnt if we did so there would pro-

When this part is satisfactory file up one bably reltlain in the bearings a little of the 
side of the joint on the eccentric-rod, taking sand, which would c~u~e th~m to wear a';ay 
ca.re that it is parallel with the length of contm'!lally, so that 1t ts a ctangero~ th~ng 
the rod and "out of wind" with the fiange to adVIse. A shaft may be ground m wtth 
nt the l~rge end · then file the other three emery if, like the mandrel of a lathe, both 
surfaces of the j~int to this first one, as be- it and the collar, or bearing, are left "dead" 
fore described for the fork of the connecting- hard -because emery r.owde~ . cannot get 
rod. Bore both parts of the joint with a embedded in hard stee . A JOmt o: bea:
l in. drill, put them together clean out t~e ing of iron or bra~s would be rumed if 
hole with a .t in. reamer, and turn the pm ground to~ether wtth emery, beca~e the 
of cast steel to fit. Then harden both parts emery could never be got out agam. A 

0 

' 
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joint of bra~s or iron can ~e ground togeth~r 
with the gnt from the gnndstone trough, 1f, 
like the J>lug of a tap, it is only moved 
oecasionally ; but if, like the bearings of 
our engine, the shaft is to turn continuously, 
it is better to trust to scraping out the 
brasses where they seem to bind, and to 
ke~ all abrasive J>Owders far away. 

H aving now) thus far, put together or 
erected the mam parts of our engine, we will 
proceed to adjust the slide-valve. Pass the 
valve-box over the studs, and1 leaving off 
t he cover for the present, put m the slide
valve, and pass the valve-rod in through its 
stuffing-box; two nuts, slide-valve, and two 
more nuts, locking these in pairs on each 
side of the valve. Now connect the eccen
tric-rod with the valve-rod and with the 
eccentric, this latter being in its place on 
the shaft, but not keyed- the keyway being 
cut in it, and fitted with a temporary key 
bearing upon the round shaft, on which the 
fiat has not yet been filed. Place the piston 
in t he position shown in Fig. 5, the crank 
being horizontal, and the piston at the end 
of its stroke. Now turn the eccentric round 
upon the shaft till it points upwa~ds, and 
away from the cylinder, in the position 
shown at Fig. 16, making an angle of about 
120° with the crank. Tlievalveshould now 
be just beginning to uncover the port lead
ing to the bottom of the cylinder, as it is 
seen in Fi~. 5. 

If this lS not the position of the valve, 
that will be owing to one of two causes : 
either the angle of the eccentric is not cor
'rect, or the length. of the connection betwe~n 
the eccentric and the edge of the valve IS 
not exact. Tnrn the eccentric on the shaft 
till the valve un-
covers the edge of A 

lar position for the eccentric found. When 
this has been determined, mark on the shaft 
the position of the keyway of the eccentric, 
and take off the eccentric to file the fiat on 
the shaft fo'r the permanent key. When the 
key is being finally fitted test the lead 
again, to make sure you have the fiat filed 
just right: it is easy to adjust with a flat 
on the shaft, a. thing that cannot be done 
with a sunk keyway. 

A. FEW PHOTOGRAPHIC 
DIENTS. 

BY AN OLD H.AND. 

EXPE· 

W HEN almost everybody, gentleand simple, 
turns or tries to turn photographer, there are 
necessarily some to whom the good things 
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Fig. 66.- Bow to Chuck the Eccentric. 

substitute for a camera could, of course, be· 
knocked up with hammer, nails, wood, 
and bookbuH.ler's cloth, but such arc not 
worth the lalJour bestowed upon them. 'fh c 
failing of almost all cheap ap['ara.tw; is its 
liability to get out of orde:r auc tile wearing 
out of impot'tant parts. I t is lJctter by far to 
have an olcl }Jattern wdl-madc thing than a 
common modern one with n,ll its multi
farious movemcnts-tLat i", supposing om: 
is purchased, but my advicE; is make them 
yourself. Now about lenses. In the ~pring 
of this year a Mr. Lioncl Clark e read a 
paper at the Camera C.:luiJ,giviug tlte results 
of his experiments with speclru·lr' lmses. 
This paper was pu1lislted in J• :f)st of the 
photograph literature at the time.:, a;nd it is 
to this I would call S!•ecia l attt;ntiou. A 
long time prior t o this I had made: use ot 
this device in an emergency, and can fu lly 
bear out most of 1f.r. Clat·kc::'s asserti ons. 
and go yet further by attril1uting he:tte1: 
qualities to such lenses than be felt incline<l 
to concede. The first question is, ·what sort 
of spectacle lenses are to be used 1 as they 
vary so much in kind and c1uality. 'fll(; 
answer is : get lenses of the peri:;copic form
that is, convex on one side and concave oo 
the other, the curves on each side lJe:ing 
different, the inside curve following the line:;. 
of a large circle, and the curve of the con
vex, or outside, that of a smaller one ; thE: 
proportion of these curves to each other 
determine the focal length of the !en~. 
Spectacle lenses of this form are generally 
used for old sight, and vary in focus con
siderably. They ca,n be purchased sepa
rately at a lens dealer's, at a price from 
threepence each for ordinary glass and about 

fifteenpence for OO(: 
made of pebble : the 
gradations of focus 

• 

====I ~ - are, I believe, by two 
:---.....--=---=-~-=-~.-.+---1.:-.7..-- inches-2G, 2-1, 22, 

11 

the port
1 

so that you 
can get m the corner 
of a visiting card. 
That distance is 
called the lead of the 
valve, as explained 
in the introduction. 
Fix the eccentric by 
the temporary wedge, 
and turn the crank 
just half-way round, 
till it stands level, 
whilst the piston is 
a.t the opposite end 
of the stroke. Now, 
the valve, to occupy 
the proper position, 
should be uncovering 

--

etc. Now, Jor photo
graphic purposes the 
use of these len~e::: 
singly is not a lto
gether convenient. In 
the first place, the 
lines of the imagE
are not straight., and 
the area of gooll 
definition is small 
compared with the 
length of focus; we 

·· - • - : - - · therefore adopt the 
Fig. M.- Sketch of .Forging for Crank, with Dimensions of Forging. plan of plac.ing twv 

together, w1tb the 
concave or hollow sides towards each other. 
with a very small stop between them: 

the other port by the same distance, and 
then we should sa.y the lead was equalised · 
t~, however, is not likely to be the cas~ 
t1ll the length of the eccentric-rod, etc., h8.9 
been adjusted. 

Le~ us suppose the valve, instead of having 
only JUSt opened the port, has opened it by 
h~ 1ts w?.dth-i.e., it has moved too fa.r by 
l m. ThiS would prove the eccentric and 
valve-rods were too long by half that dis
tance. Now, we can shorten the effective 
length of the valve-rod by moving the nuts. 
Move these nuts, then, so as to diminish 
the excessive travel of the valve by one·half 
of i in., so that, without moving the other 
parts, the valve shall be open but one
quarter of the width of the :{>Ort. Now 
loosen the wedge of the eccentnc, and turn 
it round on the shaft till the valve is open 
by the thickness of a card, fix the eccentric 
by the wedge, turn the crank round to the 
first position, and observe the valve, 'when 
we should find the lead is about right. 
Enough has no\v been said to show how the 
lead can be equalised, and the proper angu-

·of this life have been meted out with a 
sparing hand, and to such a few hints of how 
to make most of a little will perhaps be 
.acceptai>le. There are two things without 
which it is impossible to take a photograph 
sa.tisfa.c~orily. A cigar-box and a pin-hole 
is all very well for those of the impressionist 
school1 b~t for real practical work there is a 
necesS'tt'!f for a camera and lens. Although the 
cest of these articles has, during the last few 
years, been marvellously reduced, still, if the 
would-be photographer has to buy them, 
and requires good things of the kind
things that will bear some wear and tear
he must put down a certain amount of cash, 
that may not at all times be conveniently 
found. I would advise such to try and 
Iilahufacture their own lenses and cameras
not S0 djfficult a matter as appears at first 
sight. An article, or rather a series of 
~rticles were published in early numbers of 
W OBIX, giving directions how to make a 
camer~ of a thoroughly good pattern at a 
much-less cost than it would be possible to 
purchase one of a. similar kind. A rough 

The small a.mount of light passing through 
such an opening makes it difticult to focus 
with unless on a very strongly illuminated 
subject ; therefore, for convenience to the 
amateur in making such a lens, the stop 
may be placed close in front touching the 
lens. The focussing aud arrangement of the 
subject may be done without the stop, 
which can be inserted afterwa.rds. There 
will be only a very small portion, if any, of 
the picture absolutely sharp without the 
stop, but it will be remedied by its insertion. 
There are two kinds of foci in uncorrecte(l 
lenses, called the optical and visuaL The 
optical one is the one that forms the image 
on the sensiti\'e plate, and the visual one 
is the one we see on the focussing screen in 
properly corrected lenses, such as the be~t 
sold for photog-raphic work. These two foci 
are made to fall on the same plane, con
sequently, if the image looks sharp it photo
graphs sharp; but wit.h spectacle lenses it is 
not so, and this pecriliarity has. to be taken 
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into consideration. The optical focus, the 
·one we 'mnt, is aLout a fortieth of the 
length 01' the focus of the lens slu1?'te?' than 
t he vistwl, which means that with a ·com
hinati(ln of lenses having a focus of ten 
inches, the plate will have to be just a 
qna.rter of an inch neare1· the lens than the 
di::;t~nce t~tat gives the sharpest image on 
the tocu,smg screen, therefore in focussing 
J>repare for a. distant object in preference to 
nne in the foreground. Knowing this much, 
we will pnt a. lens together suita.ble for a 
pictur<;; whole-plate size, or less. First of all 
there is the tube or lens mount. Very often 
a,u old discarded tube may be had at the 
~eale~·s in, or repairers of, photo,graphiclenses. 
.J.f th1s cannot be had, two short pieces of 
omss tube about an inch long and three-
quarters of an inch in diameter will answer 
the purpose ; a flat ring to act as a flange, 
with a thread turned on the inside suited 
to threads turned on the ends of the tubes, 
will be required to fix the lens to the 

·camera. We now procure a couple of the 
periscopic spectacle lenses, made of pebble 
hy preference, as the surface is harder and 
better in all respects than glass of twenty
four inches focus. Fasten them together, 
hollow sides inwards, with a little gummed 
paper round the edges; they must be exactly 
centred by placin& the edges accurately to
gether. Now maKe a disc of cork to fit 

·accurately into the brass tube with a round 
hcle in the centre, half an inch in diameter, 
in which the lens is to be fixed ; the oval 
shape of the lens may be reduced by cutting 
it with a diamond and chipping off with a 
pair of good pliers ; at any rate, the lens 
must be fixed upright in the tube-that is, 
at right angles with its sides-so that a 
stop made of thin metal, the aperture to be 
11,, in., can be put in close contact with the 
glass; and in front of it another stop, with an 
aperture of :k in., will sometimes be useful. 
Any other means may. be devised to fix the 
lens in position ; so long as it is in the right 
position, the means by ,.,·hich it is done is 
immaterial. It will be found that when two 
lenses of equal foci are placed together the 
focus Will be reduced by half-that is, the 
24 in. will become 12 in. ; add another lens 
of 24 in., and the focus will be reduced to 
6 in. The focus will always be found to be 
nearly half that of the shortest focus, 
whether formed by a combination of lenses 

·or single lenses. In the com,bioation just 
referred to-two 24 in. to make a 12 in.-this 
·forms a moderate angle view on a whole 
plate, and comes well to the corners. If we 
take a 24 in. lens and fix to it one, say, of 16 
in., we have a much wider angle lens of a 
shorter focus; the variety of foci differs with 
every different lens used, and it is easy 
to make a combination to suit the pur
pose for which it is required, beariag in mind 
the longer focus lens should be the outside 
lens, and that the position of the stop not 
only regulates the definition but the stze of 
the image. ·The more in front the stop is 
placed-that is, the further from the lens or 
front-the smaller the area of the image, and 
vir:e 'Ve1·sa. This i nclicates that a ~top between 
the two lenses is the best place for it, as there 
we get a maximum of area and of definition. 
It may be thought that with such small 
stops the time of exposure would be enor
mously prolonged ; it is not so, however, as 
compensation is a.tlorded by the very trifling 
.absorption of light of the thin media through 
which it passes. The lens just described 
would take a thoroughly exposed picture in 
an average li~ht with the To in. stop iu five 
seconds, whiC11 is not abnormally Ion~, with 
.plates like the Ilford ordinary. With very 

rapid plates and a suitable sea-side subject 
the exposure, in spite of the small aperture, 
would be instantaneous. At any rate, I have 
said enough to enable anyone of constructive 
ability to make a thoroughly good .working 
lens that will take pictures equal to the 
most expensive kinds, and at an exceedingly 
small outlay. 

THE WINTER ELECTRICAL li:ACHIN.E 
AND ACCESSORY APPARATUS. 

BY CHAS. A. P A.RK.ER. 

on the face of each one, after which they are 
returned to the holder. 

To do this, hold them in position, one on 
either side of the plate, with the springs 
pressed down, and then push them forward 
with the plate until they are in the holder. 

If the handle of the machine is now 
turned with a unifornily steady motion, the 
positive electricity will be driven over the 
surface of the prime conductor, from whence 
it may be drawn in the form of a bright 
spark ; but, assuming the rubber and the 
prime conductor to be in their present insu
lated condition, the sparks will gradually 

PREPABATION OF MACHTh"E FOR WORKING-ELEC- become Weaker and Weaker, Until at last 
TRICAL AMALGA.)f-LEYDEN JAR-DISCHARGING they will Cease altogether when the electricity 
Ron- DIRECTOR- JOINTED DISCIIARGER- Of the plate has become exhausted. 
LEYDEN BaTTERY-DIAMO:to."D-SPOT'l'ED Jan- In order to secure a continuous supply ot 
SPORTSMAN JAR - LA.NE's DISCHARGING electricity, it becomes necessary to connect 
ELEOTROMETER-8PIDER JAR. the rubber with the earth by means of a 

BEFORE passing on to the consideration of length of chain attached to the nearest gas
o~her a,ccessory pieces of apparatus, a few or water-pip~. A suitable length of Dutch 
lunts wtth regard to the proper management clock cham will be found to answer admirably 
of the Winter machine will doubtless prove for this purpose. Chain of this description, 
acc~ptable to the majority of .ou: readerl3 .. . h~ving small links. the size and shape of 
Owmg to the fact that friCtiOnal ex- 'Fig. 19, can be obtamed from any watch and 
periments are usually performed in the clock tool warehouse at about 3d. per yard · 
\vinter-time as a means of amusement and in- or, if preferred, the rubber can be connected 
struction for the young people during the with the earth~ means of spirals of thick 
long evenings, it becomes necessary to exer- copper wire. When the machine is in use, 
cise the greatest possible care to prevent the it should be located on a table, quite clear 
condensation of moisture upon the apparatus, of surrounding objects, as these will only 
which is extremely liable to occur at this tend to weaken the discharge by im
time of the year, for, if everything is not perceptibly drawing off the electricity. It 
perfectly dry, it will be impossible to obtain will also be found an advantage to cla,::fi 
uniformly good results. the machine firmly to the table, as it · 

Bearing the above in mind, it will be then allow the student to work with greater 
found advisable to thoroughly warm the freedom. It is a distinct disadvantage to 
machine previous to turning the handle, as work the machine at an express rate of 
any moisture con.veyed by the plate to the speed, as the best results are obtained when 
rubbers will materially affect the results a steady, uniform motion is maintained. 
obtained. For this reason the machine With proper and careful management it will 
should be placed at some little distance be possible to take 6 in. sparks from the 
ft·om the fire before it is put into actio.n, as small ball of the prime conductor when the 
this precaution will have the effect of dis- Winter ring is attached to the machine, but 
seminating any moisture which would other- the length of spark will be considerably 
wise form on the plate.: It is also necessary lessened if it is drawn from the large ball 
to carefully wipe the machine each time of the conductor itself, owing to th.e fact 
before it is put into use, as electricity, by that the tension is always greater at project
virtue of its attractive power, collects in- ing portions than at approximately flat 
numerable particles of dust from the sur- surfaces. After use, the rubbers may with 
rounding air, which act like so many points advantage be removed and wrapped up and 
on the plate being revolved, and thus assist put away, the machine also being covered 
to dissipate the electricity as fast as it is over. This precaution will have the effect 
generated. The electricity may be developed of preventing any very great accumulation 
to a much greater extent if a small quantity of dust, and will leave the machine ready 
of electrical amalgam is spread over the face for use when required. 
of the rubbers. . . . The Leyden J ar1 which is illustrated. in 

Electrical Amalgam IS a mixture composed F1g. 20, may be sa1d to be one of the pnn-· 
of mercury, tin, at;td zinc, and can be obtained cipal pieces of a:ppa.ratus t;tsed in conjunction 
from any electrician! ready for us~. at about With an elect.ncal ma~hme. ~t takes the 
6cl. per ounce •. or, If preferred, It may be form of a. thi~ g~ass J.ar .or Wide-mout~ed 
readily made m the followmg manner by bottle, whiCh 1s lined ms1de and out w1th 
the student himself : Melt toge1!her five tinfoil, and provided with a wood~n cap, 
parts of zinc and three parts of tin, and then ~hrol!gh which. a metal stem passes m to ~he 
pour nine parts of heated mercury on to the mterwr of the Jar for the purpose of chargmg 
melted mass and stir the whole together it with electricity. The lower end of this 
thoroughly. 'It is now poured into ~n iron metal stem is furnished with a few inches 
or wooden box, and shaken up•well until of chain or a strip ·of t~in shee.t-brass, in 
quite cold when it should be collected and order to make contact w1th the mner c?at
reduced td a fine powder after which it may ing, and the upper portion terminat~s m a 
be placed aside in a conv~nient b9x or wide- knob outside the jar, for, without tJns pre
mouthed bottle ready for future use. A caution, the electricity would be hable to • 
small portion of the powder should be mixed escape from the end of the rod. 'l'he Ley~en 
up with lard in the form of a thiek paste as jar. eau, of course, be. made to any s~e 
required and then smeared over the face of desued, but for all ordinary purposes a J.ar 
the rubber by means of an old knife. No measuring about 12 in. in height and B. m. 
more lard should be employed than is abso- in diameter will be found a useful siZe, 
lutely necessary in o:r:der to make it adhere. sufficient for all ordinary purpos~. 

1
Select 

When it is wished to remove the rubbers a perfectly sound glass Jar'- entrre Y free 
from the holder the plate should be given a· from. all craeks or ilil.perfect~ons, ~he~ pro
few turns in th~ wrong direction, which will ceed to coat the interior w1th. tmf01l ?Ut 
cause them to come out readily. A thin, into strips about a couple of mches Wide 
even coat of amalgam may then be spread and of a. suitable length to reach from the . . 

' • 
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bottom of the jar to within 2 in. from the 
top. The pasted strips of foil must be care
fully introduced into the jar, and then made 
to adhere to the side by means of a. small 
.mop, which can be readily made by tying a 
piece of wadding on to the end of a strip of 
wood. Each succeeding piece of foil should 
be made to slightly overlap the ])receding 
one, until the entire surface inside the jar 
.has been completely covered, when a circular 
disc of foil a trifle smaller than the inside 
-of the jar is cut and pasted over the bottom, 
.thus compJetin~ the arrangements of the 
interior. For tne outer coating, a single 
.strip of foil of suitable size should be pasted 
.and wrapped completely round the outside, 
with the edges slightly overlapping, not 
-omitting to turn a narrow margm under
neath at the base, after which the coating 
is completed by a suitabl~-sized disc of foil 
pasted on to the bottom. It is highly im
portant for the outer covering to be laid on 
:perfectly smooth and entirely free from 
.creases or wrinkles, as, being open to inspec
tion, any slipshod details will show with 
damaging effect. It is almost needless to 
say the two coatings should be of a uniform 
height. 

For the rod we shall require a piece of 
.stout brass rod, about t in. thick: and a 
third longer than the total height of the 
jar. A narrow strip of thin sheet-brass, a 
trifle longer than the width of the jar, is 
now bent to the form of A, Fig. 21, and 
.afterwards drilled through the centre, and 
then fitted and soldered on to the end of 
the rod, after which the latter is made to 
fit tightly into a hole bored through the 
centre of an ornamental lid or cap (B, Fig. 
21), which is turned to a suitable size pro
portionate to the jar. Four small slips of 
.cork, glued round the under edge of this 
wooden cap, will ensure the latter fitting 
.tightly to the mouth of the jar. The cover, 
which should be turned from a piece of 
.thoroughly dry mahogany, will require to 
receive two or three coats of good shellac 
varnish for the purpose of better insulation. 
An ordinary brass stool ball of suitable size 
will be found to answer very . well for the 
knob of the jar. These balls, which can be 
()~tained from any ironmonger, are provided 
w1th short. screw stems soldered to the 
inside of the ball. It will be found a 
.simple matter to heat the ball over a gas 
flame and melt out the screw, and then 
solder it to the end of the rod, thus forming 
the knob of the jar. After the stem and 
knob have been carefully · lacquered, the 
brass spring should be pressed together 
.slightly, in order that it may just pass 
~hrough ~he neck of the jar ; then the rod 
lS steadily pushed downwards until it 
to~ches th~ bottom, when the strip of brass 
w11l adapt 1tself t~ the form of the jar

1 
and 

thus ensure metalhc contact with the mner 
coating of foil. A ~reat many jam manu
facturers are now 11s1.ng wide-meuthed jars 
:n:ta4e of .hard, white glass of good quality, 
~nm1~ar m s~ape to Fig. 20, which are 
.admuably SUlted for use as Leyden jars 
;as the mouths are almost the width of th~ 
jar itself, which thus renders the attach
ment of the inner coating. a very simple· 
~atter. .The writer has seen these jars 
m two. siZes, <?f t lp. and ~ lb. C!lipaci?y, 
measurmg outside 4 m. by 3 m., and 51 1n. 
:by 3! in., respectively. .. 

A DisclLar.CJinrJ Rod is a very useful appli
~nce, _which 1s useq for the . P?rJ?OS.e <!!f dis
-chargmg a Leyden Jar when 1t 1s urrde!'ltrao'le 
'for the exi>_erimentalist to recei~e the shoek 
bimself. The discharger takes the fo11m of 
:a. stout piece of brass wire about 12 in. long, 

which is bent in the form indicated in Fig. 
22, and then inserted in a 1 in. length of 
brass tube j in. in diameter to which it is 
secured by means of soft solder. Two small 
brass balls are now soft soldered to the ends 
of the brass arms, after which the central 
socket is cemented' on to the end of a 6 in. 
length of 1· in. glass rod, which forms the 
handle. Tne width apart of the arms can 
be regulated to suit requirements by bend
ing each one to the form desired. The piece 
of glass required for the handle may be 
broken from a larger rod, if a slight groove 
is first made round the rod by means of a 
file, after which the lower end should be 
rounded off on a grindstone. Another plan 
of making this discharger is to cement a 
small brass gas cap on to the end of the glass 
rod, and then insert the wire in a couple of 
holes of suitable size drilled through the 
cap on opposite sides as shown in Fig. 23. 

.A lJirecto?' (shown in Fig. 24) is another 
form of discharger, which will be found very 
useful when discharging a Leyden battery 
and in manipulating various other pieces of 
apparatus. It consists of a 6 in. length of 
stout brass rod, which is soldered into a 

. hole drilled in the end of a small brass gas
tap, and then cemented on to a 6 in. length 
of glass rod, after which the outer end of 
the brass rod should be bent in the form 
of a curve, and provided with a small brass 
knob. · 

The J ointed.DisclLarger (illustrated in Figs. 
25 and 26) will be found much more useful 
for all ordinary purJ?OSes than either of the 
foregoing, as the width of the arms can be 
accurately adjusted to the purpose for which 
they are required. A couple of pieces of 
stout brass rod should be softened in a gas 
flame, and then bent in the form of ·a loop 
at one end, which is afterwards flattened 
out on an anvil in order to spread the metal 
as much as possible. Thus prepared, the 
two arms are placed together, w1th a small 
washer in position on either side, in order 
. that they may be joined together by means 
of a small brass nail passed through a 
central hole in the washer, and then riveted 
up tight, so that the arms may move stiffly. 
A couple of brass gas caps, ! in. diameter, 
are now procured from a gas-fitter, and pro
vided -w1th a couJ?le of holes, which are 
drilled across the diameter of each cap near 
to the closed end. When this has been 
done, eacl:i. cap is tightly fitted on to one of 
the jointed arms, and then soldered in 
position at about an inch from the joint. 
A couple of 4 in. lengths of glass rod of suit
able diameter are now cemented into these 
caps, thus forming the insulating handles by 
which the discharger is held- a small brass 
ball being lastly soldered on to the end of 
each arm. 

The Leyden Battery (which is shown in 
Fig. 21) will be found indispensable for the 
performance of certain experiments-when 
1t is desirable to pass a powerful discharge 
throu~h a body, or for the purpose of fusing 
or igmting various sub!)tances. The Leyden 
battery is formed by connecting the internal 
and external coatings of four or more jars, 
in order to render it possible to pass the full 
discharge from all the jars at the same 
instant. A wooden box of sufficient size to 
hold ~he jat:s, and about 2 in. less than the 
'tot~l hei~ht of one of the latter, is provided 
.with fo:gr · supp0rting feet, and then French 
R0li~hed or varnished outside, after which 
~b:e int.erior is carefully coated with tinfoil, 
.a:ra.a 'brass drop )fandle is lastly sct:ewed on 
ta e'ith.er e~d. Tlius prepared, the Jars may 
be pf~ced in the box as required, the knobs 
whtch represent the inner coatings being 

connected together by means of a piece of 
brass chain, which is twisted round each 
jar. The Leyden battery is charged ancl 
discharged in precisely the same manner a.; 
a single jar. The inner coating;; are put in 
communication with tlte prime conductor 
by means of a suitable length of chaiu 
brought from the knobs of the jars and 
hooked on to the I.ttter, and the necessary 
earth contact is obtained by suspcntling <.1. 

short length of chain front one of the handles. 
These handles, by the wn.y, should be in 
metallic contact with the iuncr tinfoil coat
ing of the box. This arrangement of Leyden 
battery will be found very u:;eful wlt en tb ~~ 
jars are frequently used siugly ; hut, sup 
posing that severa.l jars are k<.:pt solely for 
use as a battery, it will be found a goo1l 
plan to connect the inner coatings together 
by means of cross rods of stout l)rass wire, 
which are sprung into holes drill ed fvr thei r 
reception in the knobs of all the jars, as wil i 
be seen by reference to the cut. 

TILe Diamond-spotted J a?· (illustrated in 
Fig. 28) forms a very beautiful experimen t 
when the discharge is viewed in a darkenct l 
room. The tinfoil with which the jar is 
covered is cut in the shape of small 1 in . 
squares, pierced with a central openin:~ 
about tin. in diameter. Each piece of foil 
should be punched separately, whilst sur;· 
ported on a block of hard wood, using a i irJ. 
cork borer for the purpose. When a suf · 
ficient number of p1eces of foil have been 
prepared, it will be time to begin coating 
the jar, commencing with the lower con
ducting surface. For this, first by a disc of 
foil of suitable size over the bottom on the 
inside, and then paste a 4 in. strip of foi l 
round the sides and in contact with the disc 
covering the bottom. Thus prepared, the 
small discs of foil are carefully pasted on to 
the glass with the diagonals of the squares 
horizontal and vertical, and arranged in 
such a manner that the points nearly touch 
one another, as shown in Fig. 20, which is 
an enlarged detail of the coating, the shaded 
discs representing theiuner coating. When 
a sufficient height for the coating has been 
reached, another narrow strip of foil should 
be pasted all round the top, after which the 
outside of the jar is coated in a precisely 
similarmanner- a narrow strip of foil being 
pasted at the top and bottom in a correspond
lUg position to the strips on the inside, with 
a circular disc of foil covering the bottom 
of the jar. The points of the outer discs of 
foil should be so arranged as to nearly touch 
each other in the centre of tb~ opening of the 
inside pieces. By this mea.ns the sparks '"'ill 
be seen to simultaneously illuminate both 
the inside and outside on the jar beinft di~· 
charged. When the jar has bl'en coated in a. 
satisfactory manner, it should be furnishe~l 
with a sound, dry, wooden cover, which is 
then varnished aud fitted with a brass stem 
and ball in the manner before deseribed. On 
the jar being charged, bright little sparks 
will be observed scintillating all over the 
surface when viewed in a darkened room ; 
and when the discharge t.akes place, a beau
tiful bright spark will appear at the same 
instant at eat:h angle over the entire sur
face. 

1'1te S,~Jo?·tsma.n Jar (which is showu in 
Fig. 30) forms a very amusing aud interest
ing piece of app;uatus, which i:s by no means 
difficult to conl:>truct. First solder a small 
brass ball to one end of a short length of 
stout brass rod, and t-hen bend the latter to 
the form indicated in Fig. 30, at A, and after
wards solder it at about two inches below 
the knob of an o_rdinary Leyden jar, in the 
manner showu lD the above cut. 'Vhl'n 
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this ha~ been done, carve a small wooden 
tigure about the height of the jar to repre
sent a. sportsman with a gun at his shoulder, 
a.nd then paint the figure in suitable colours, 
after which a ·· 
small wood-
e n s tand, 
:-:haped in the 
form indi-
cated in the 
cut, should 
be carefully Fig. 19. 
moulded on 
which t o 
s tand the jar 
and the 
figure, the 
latter being 
attached to 
the base by 
means of a 
couple of 
screws and 
some glue. 
Before final-
ly fixing the 
figure to 
the base, it 
will be ne
cessary to 
polish or var
nish the lat
t-er, and then 
cover the 
entire upper 
surface with 
a sheet of 
t infoil cut to 
the required 
shape and 
then pasted 
on the 
wood- any 
wrinkles or 
-creases being 
s mooth e cl 

Fig. 24. 

Fig. 30. 

Fig. 28. 

length of the silk threads will allow, and, as 
soon as the jar has become fully charged, a 
spark will pass from the knob of the jar to 
the gun, thus discharging the jar and causing 

Fig. 20. Fig. 21. Fig. 22. 

• • 

-

B I 

' I 

Fig. 32. 

in Fig. 31) is a very useful appliance for 
regulating the sparks given off by a jar and 
is almost identical in principle with the 
Sportsman jar, above described. First obtain 

a pair of 
small brass 

• 

. A . - , 

• 

Fig. 3L 
•• 

bedstead 
knobs, and 
then drill a 
hole on op- · 

Fig. 23. posite sides 
through the 
centre of 
each one. 
When this 
has been 
done, one of 
the knobs 
should be 
tightly fitted 

Fig. 25. 

Fig. 29. 

on to the 
stem of an 
ordinary 
Leyden jar, 
to which it 
is affixed, 
about mid-
waybetween 
the knob of 
the jar and 
the wooden 
cover of the 
latter, by 
means of a 
touch of soft 
solder. A 6 
in. length of 
sto'At brass 
rod is now 
bent in the 
form of a. 
ring at one 
end, and then 
made to fit 
tightly into 
the holes 
drilled 
through the 
other knob, 
after which 
a small brass 
ball is soft 
soldered on 

- ~ -., t o t h e 

• 

down flat by 
means of a 
piece of wad
ding or cot
ton- wool. 
Two or three 
pieces of pith 
are now cut 
to resemble 
birds, and 
then at
tached to the 
extended 
arm of the 
jar by means 
of si l k 
threads, after 
which the 
apparatus is 
finally ar
ranged in 
the manner 
shown in 
Fig. 30. The 
gun should 
be placed in 
metallic con
tact with the 
outer coating 
of the jar by 
means of a 

Fig. 19.-Brass Connecting Chain. Fig. 20.-Leyden Jar. Fig. 2L-Section of Cap and Conducting Fittings of Jar
A, Spring; B, Wooden Cap. Fig. 22.- Discharger. Fig. 23.-Alternative Plan for Cap or Discharger Handle. 
Fig. 24.-Director. Fig. 25.- Jointed Discharger. Fig. 26.-Arm of Jointed Discharger. Fig. 27.-Leyden ~attery. 
Fig. ~8.-Diamond-spotted Jar. Fig. 29.-Enlarged Detail of Diamond Coating. Fig. 30.-Sportsman Jar. Fig. 3L
Lane's Discharging Electrometer- A, Adjustable Stem ; B, Stem of Jar ; C, Glass supporting Stem. Fig. 32.
Spidet Jar- A, Spider; B, Card Disc from which Spider is suspended. Fig. 33.-Brass Collar for Spider Jar. 

straight end 
of the rod. 
The rod will 
not require 
to be sol
dered, but 
should be 
arranged in 
such a man
u er a.s to 
move stiffly 
through the 
knob. Thus 
prepared, an 
8 in. -length 
of soft glass 
tubing of 
suitable dia
meter to fit 
the open 
ends of the 
two kn•bs is 
now softened 

strip of foil led from the gun clown the side 1 the birds to fall a.c; though shot. Small 
of the figure to the foil-covered base, and carved Swiss figures, suitable for this pur
the o-un-which may be made of metal- pose, can now be obtained from any toy
shoul d be furnished with a small knob at shop at very reasonable charges, and one of 
th~ end. On the jar being charged, it will these can generally be found which will 
cause the birch to rise and fly as far away answer the purpose with but slight alteration. 
from the central knob of the jar as the Lane's Discharging Electrometer (shown 

in a Bunsen flame and then bent up to right 
angles at about a couple of inches from one 
end after which the short arm of . the &lass 
tub~ is cemented into the knob. P.rov1ded 
with the adjusting rod, the rem.amm~ ~nd 
of the glass stem being attached 1ll a _Slm~lar 
manner to the knob of th~ '(,pvden Jar. 

• 
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When in use, it is simply necessary to hang B,·'B (Fig. 4, page 513), allow 2ft. to go into however, much driving required. The proper 
a chain from the loop of the adjustable arm, the ground, pointing the ends with an axe. way to fix the corner po:;ts is this :- Dig 
and then twist it round the base of the jar. 1 These ends will be either tarred or burned. four holes, about 18 in. deep, iu the pol>itions 
It will now be readily understood that, by The latter is t he better method and the to be occupied by the post.~, and drop these 
pushing the adjustable arm in or out of operation simply consists in holding_ them -the bottom horizontals being already 
the insulated bearings, it will increase or in a. wood fire for two or three mmutes finally tenoned and fixed-into those holes. 
diminish the distance between the two until the surfaces are charred and well Drive them with a sledge down to a firm 
knobs, thus regulating the strength of spark blackened. They will then resist damp bedding-six or eight inches will be sum
obtained. without rotting for a much longer period cient, dependent on the nature of the soiL 

The Spider Jar (which is illustrated in than if they were put into the ground with- At the same time, see that the horizontal& 
]'ig. 32) is an amusing method of slowly out any preparation whatever. lie quite in winding with one another. 
discharging a Leyden jar, which finds great Horizontals.-Into these uprights will be When this is done, shovel a quantity of small 
favour with young folks. A suitable length mortised the bottom horizontals,c,c,and D,D. stones into each hole, and ram them tightly 

r of i in. strap brass should be bent once Note that these are not on the same plane, round the posts with a mason's rammer, or 
round an ordinary Leyden jar, with 4 in. but c, c, are higher than D, D, by the amount with a sledge, or other suitable implement. 
of the metal bent out at right angles from of their thickness, or their depth-3 in. Earth may be afterwards thrown amongst 
the jar. A slot is now filed from the upper I There are two reasons for this ; one is that the stones and rammed down. 
edge to half the width of the metal just at j better mortise and tenon joints can be made Top Frame.-Prepare the top frame, either 
the angle where the straight portion joins by this arrangement, because the tenons of by tenoning the corners of E, E, and the 
the ring, after which another slot is filed to c,c,andn,n, cangorightthroughthe uprights outer bars, F, F, or by making a half-lapped 
a like depth at the extreme end of the ring, instead of meeting in the centre, as would joint (Fig. 6). Half-lapped joints will be 
but from the under side, as will held with screws or with wooden 
be seen by reference to Fig. 33, M • ' pegs. Tenon the cross-bars, 
which represents the collar ready F, F, into E, E. The frame will 
for attachment to the jar. .By then be laid bodily on the up-
this means the ring may be bent .Ptg. 5 •. rights, and spiked firmly upon 
round the jar and thus locked these with 5 in. nails. The 
together securely. The extreme L :- "" verticals, G, G, J, J, H, n , may be 
end of the straight arm is now 0 tenoned into the top rails, E, F, F, 
bent in the form of a smallloo:p, or abut simply, and be fastened 
into which a stout brass stem IS ng l.O with 5 in. nails. This completes 
fixed in a .vertical position by . 1 •• ---------- a good firm framing, to which 
means of soft solder, a small - - the rest of the work has to be 
brass ball being soft soldered to attached. 
the upper end. A small piece .N. Fitting of Sash. - An old 
of pith is now carefully cut and · sash, bought of any builder, 
:painted to resemble a spider p 'l'jgo. _~ · · will be fitted between J, J, K, 
(see A, Fig, 32), being provide.d · • and E. The sash, of course, 
with a few pieces of dried grass . . must be bought at first, and the 
to represent the legs . . When · . frame made to suit. There is 
ready, it is suspended from the ., A no difficulty in fixing. The size 
ceiling by means of a silk thread ·. of the recess is the same as the 
passed through its body and outside dimensions of the sash. 
then knotted, the other end of Q The latter is made to rest 
the silk being passed through a · against strips nailed inside the 
hole in a small disc of card, to fj '7. . . ,F~, 8 . recess. Fig. 7 shows this in 
which it is secured by another R g. ' · ' · · · ., section, where K is the hori-
knot (see B, Fig. 32). Thus pre- K zontal rail, J a vertical rail, o 
pared, the disc of card is 1·· E the sash-frame, p the glass, Q 

gu_mdmed to thdedceiling, with.the ·· · Fig'. G. the putty, and R the strip that 
sp1 er suspen e at a convement keeps the sash in place. A few 
height over the operation table. J screws or nails, driven in dia-
l£ the jar is now charged in the gonally, may unite the sash to 
usual manner and then placed the rails. 
in po.sition, on the table, with Boardi111J. -The i in. boards 
thesp1dersuspended between the ·· on sides and roof are fastened 
two knobs, it will be alternately , ' ·1 with 1 in. wire nails to the 

. attracted backwards and for- Pig. 5.- Rela.tiona of 11prtg'hts a.n4 Boruontals. Fig. 6.-Ba.lf La.pping. frames ; the overlaps are about 
wards from oneknobtothe.other, · Fig. 7.-Fltt~ or Saab. Fig. ·8.- FlttJng of Boa.r41ng. Fig. 9.- 1 in. (Fig. 8). 
until the jar is finally exhausted. ' •. Battened Dc:»or, ln Section. Flg.lO.-Floortng. .Door.- The door, N, is made 

The above are a few of the articles which ·neces6arily be the case if ·'the bars were in by battening 1 in. flooring board to~ether, 
may be utilised as accessory apparatus to the saime horizontal ·plane. The other is as shown in section, Fig. 9. It is ninged 
the Winter .Electrical Machine. In. thd that the bars, c, c, form with L, L, good with strap hinges, not butts, and fitted 
three papers. to follow this I shall descri"be sup_ports for the flooring boards. \vith a staple for the padlock, a staple also 
o~hers, an~ ~ltus put the reader in posses~ .~alaeion of Upr(,g~p~ artd :.E(oriz?ntals.- being fastened into the post to correspond. 
SlC~n of t~e means and ?llode ot making F1g. 5 shows the relat10n of the uprights and Flooring.-Two joists, L, L, to carry the 
thmgs whlCb may be fa1rly described as their- 11two. borizontals. · · 'Fhe making of floor, are fitted as shown (Fig. 10). The 
electrical toys. · 1 ~enQnedjoints has been frequ~ntly described height of the shouldered portion is 3 in., 

1 • m Wo:ax:, and lneed not, therefore1 occupy equal to the depth of the quarterings of the 
1 : space therewith. · For rough ::mti:loor work frames. The boards, M, are then nailed on 

A CYCLE H 0 USE. ·· · no glue is used, but a ti~ht-driving fit made joists, L, L, and on frame timbers. 
BY J. H. · ' : • betweenten:on and mert1se. Some paint or Felt is nailed on the roof with flat-headed 

' ' t~t ,m~y be smeared .over, and the joints nails, sold for the purpose. The house is. 
JOINTING ·ANn FITTING-PosTS-Ho~oNT~Ls:_ slieuld,rbe,either wedged or pinned. tarred with two coats of tar. Shelving is 

RBLATION oF UPRIGHTs AND HoRIZoNTALS....J . Before the tenon~ are finally secured into put inside to carry oil-cans, spanners, and 
FIXING POSTS IN GROUND-TOP Fli.AME-Fl'l'l tlie mortises, it will be advisable to cut the SO forth. 
TING OF SASH-BOA.RDDIG-Doo:a-FLOOlUNG mor.tises in the front horizontal, C

1 
and in 

-FELT-TAR. h "+ t e end horizontal, n, D, to receive the tenons 
Jointing and Fittin.<J.-I will now describe Qf the uprights, J, J, for the \vindow-sash, H 0 T-A.. I R EN GIN E S, 
in detail the jointing and fitting of the -~~ G~ for J;he door, and n, H, for ·the support BY FRANCIS CAMPIN, c. E. 
various members of the house the ~enera.l Ol_tne ,beardhtg. Then, the main framing 
construction of which was shown Ill the bein8<thus prepa.ted, the posts, A, A, B, B, can IN the early days of steam engineering 
previous article. be dr.iven iota llhe ground. · 1 Mr. James Stirling point~ out the economy 

Posts.-Taking first the four uprights, A, A, Fibng Posts m Ground.-There is not, . that might be expected from the use of 

- • 
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heated air in place of steam in an engine. 
Subsequently Messrs. Ericson and Braith
waite took the matter up, and a steam vessel 
was refitted with calonc engines, as they 
were then called. This attempt was a 
failure-the late Mr. John Braithwaite told 
the 'vriter that while the engine saved 
$10,000 in fuel, $100,000 worth of machinery 
was burnt out. This was in 1859. 

Since that time many improvements 
have been made in hot-air engines, chiefly 
directed towards preventing the burning
·out of the working cylinders, but on a large 
·scale none of these have been successful. 

:Methods of applying water to the work
ing parts have been used, but with the 
inevitable result of wasting fuel, for heat 
so abstra.cted must be a direct loss. 

For small powers, however, there is a 
market for bot-air engines, and the best 
.that I have seen is that made by Messrs. 
. .Potter & Co., in accordance with Robin-

8 

:Son's patent. These engines may be driven 
by gas burners up to one-eighth horse
,power, the gas berng consumed in a Bun
.sen burner, so that there is no smoke 
whatever, or any escape of uncondensed 
,gas. 

A perspective view · of the engine was 
shown in page 570, and the figure here 
given is a vertical section of the same. In 
.this, c is a single-acting cylinder in which a. 
.trunk piston, P, works. The trunk piston is 
eonnected by a rod, PR, with a. crank-pin, 
c P, fixed in a disc on a shaft which carries 
a fly-wheel, FW. Connected to the same 
crank-pin are links, K, K, which operate a 
rocking lever, L, and through links, K, K, 
actuate a plungerl R. The plunger, R~ works 
in a bot-pot, HP, oeneath which is a J:mnsen 
burner, B. The rear end of the cylinder, c, 
communicates with the hot-pot, and the 
atmospheric air contained between these 
vessels is alternately expanded and con
tracted by the action of the regenerating 
plunger, n., and the burner, B. When the 
plunger, R, descends heated air passes up 
throu~h the metallic gauze layers with which 
it is filled, and acts on the piston,, P, which 

then makes a working stroke; the re
generator then rising absorbs the remaining 
heat from the air passing through it, and 
the momentum of the fly-wheel makes the 
return stroke. 

These engines may be purchased at the 
subjoined prices :-

Dianut&r .A.pprcr.ri- .Fuet Nos. of mate 
'1'6~. Prices. 

Cytindet-. Power. 

inches. £ B. d. 
1 1~ Ga.s. 4 4 0 
2 ~ .. 6 10 0 
8 -.\h.p. .. 10 10 0 
4 ~ 1h.p. .. 16 10 0 
5 h.p. .. 25 0 0 
6 10 th.p. Coal 0'1' Coke. 3S 0 0 

This is a very interesting little engine, 
and is worth a little thought, e~ecially 
in regard to the regenerator, R. I do not 
want any of our readers to be led into the 

idea that this re
FW 

. . 
) · 
•• 

generator gives us 
"perpetual mo
tion ; " it merely 
absorbs residual 
heat from the air 
passing from the 
cylinder to the hot
J)Ot, and it gives 
that heat back to 
the air re-entering 
the working cylin
der ; but a certain 
amount of heat is 
converted into 
" work" by the ac
tion of the engine, 
and this heat is 
supplied by the 
Bunsen burner, B. 
The bed-plate, BP, 
of the engine is 
made hollow, so 
that water may be 
circulated through 
it if desired. 

.AJ3 it has been 
said above, a per
spective view of 
the exterior of an 
engine on this prin
ciple was given on 
J)age 570. It was 
thought, however, 
that many readers 

of WORK would be desirous to obtain a 
description of the internal.construction and 
arrangements, which-was' not given in the 
notice itself, and hence the, appearance of 
the article and diagram by which the miss
ing link is supplied. 

OUR GUIDE TO GOOD THINGS. 

• • • P~, -~. G1ld tltt:W!rl gMrMaUv are ,.~ 
quuUd to N1ld f1N1Ipt.Ct11M3, bill&, de., 0/ fh.rir special~ 
ties m tooll, macMMrY, a1ld 1/JOf'kahop ~iamu to the 
Editor of WORK for ~ "' "Our Gufde to Good 
TMng1.'' n u daVrsblt tllal ~1MM ~ b4 rent 
for emmination cmd tuti~ i-n al:t oa.st# 10hen thi8 oan bt 
doM 10Uhout inamt~en~. SpecimeM thtu rec8\~ 
1Dill be retu.m«< at tM earlim ~itr. n mu# bt 
'1117Ukratooa tllal werything 10hicA-is notic«i, u Mtic«l 
on iU merU& only, and tlwt, as U is m t1ie power of any
one 10ho has a t£St/IU articlt tor sale to obtain. !Mntion 
of it (n this departmMit of WORK 10Uhout charge1 tM 
t10Ucu gi1>el\ ~ \n no 1DIX1f 0/ the flat1we of aawr
~ 

89. -FoRTY PLATBB oN Bttn.DiNG OoNBTRU(;'l'ION. 
SoxB time ago I bad the pleasure of noticing 
in W onx some volumes of ·a tecHnical cha.ra~r 
prepared and written un~r the auspices of the 
Polytechnic Institute, Regent Street, London, 
W., and published by-M~ Oassell & Company, 
Limited, La Belle Sauvage, Ludgate HiU, l.Qndon, 
E. C. I have now to -dr&w·the attpnnou .PI the . 

• ; 
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readers of W oBX to a handsome folio volume 
entitled "Forty Plates on Building Construc
tion," by Mr. Charles F. ?fljtchell, Member of 
the Society of Architects, Member of the Archi
tectural.Al!sociation, Lecturer on Building Con· 
struction at the Polytechnic Institute, and 
Registered Teacher of the Science and Art De
partment, and City and Guilds of London Inati
tute. Mr. Mitchell hllB been assisted in his 
task, or rather in his labour of love, by the 
lecturers of the Polytechnic Institute. It will 
be useful to reproduce here at leugth Mr. • 
Mitchell's prefatory remarks, which show far 
more clearly than anything I might write to 
this effect, the raison d'et1·e of the work itself. 
"These plates," he says, ''have been prepared 
to render assistance to students studying for the . , 
examinations in the elementary, adYanced, and 
honours stages of 'Building Construction and 
Drawing' conducted by the Science and Art 
Deparlm.ent, and for the ·examinations in car
pentry and joinery, brickwork and masonry, and 
plumbing of the City and Guilds of London 
Institute. I trust they will be found of service 
to those professionally or practically connected 
with the building trades. I also take this oppor
tunity of thanking my colleagues for their help 
in the revision of those plates against which their 
names are placed, and to Messrs. E. G. Davey, 
Polytechnic Medallist, G. A. Mitchell, National 
Honours Silver Meda1list, and F. G. Conyard, 
National Competition Prizeman, for the assist
ance rendered in executing the drawings. The 
text for the plates, together with additional sub
ject matter and illustrations, will most probably 
be published early in 1892, under the title, 'Part 
H.-Building Construction and Drawing.' " Re
garded as a whole, the volume may be described 
as a bird's-eye view of the various operations 
combined in the building of a house from the 
foundation to the completion of the roof, . with 
all details of internal work in joinery, staircasing, 
etc., and all that is needful to be carried out with 
reference to plumbing, ventilation, and hot and 
cold water supply. To mention singulatim et 
seriatim the subject matter of each plate would 
take far more space than I have at my command, 
and it will be sufficient, while touching on this, to 
say that Plates 1 to S, inclusive, are devoted to 
brickwork and masonry (1); Plates 9 to 22, and 
25 to 29, to carpentry and joinery (2}; Plates 23, 
24, 30, 31, 32, to plumbing (3); Plates 33 to 37 to 
constructional ironwork (4); and Pla~s 38, 39, 
and 40 to details of a. small town residence, with 
complete sets of working drawings illustrating 
fire-resisting construction, sanitation, ventilation, 
and the necessary arrangements for laying on hot · 
and cold water in various pat"ts of the dwemng. 
The price of the volume complete, strongly bound 
in cloth, is 10s. 6d., but those who do not require 
it in this form are privileged to obtain the plates 
in different sections, as described and numbered 
above : -No. 1 at la. 6d., No. 2 at 3s., and Nos. 
3, 4, 6 at Is. each; or copies of any single plate 
may be obtained in quantities of not less than 
one dozen at .Is. 6d. per dozen. This offers a 
great advantage to technical schools, in which 
this work will be found of the utmost Scn•ice, 
and to classes in which any particular branch of 
the building trades is under consideration ; and, 
owing to the number of students in the cl8.88, a 
single plate among so many would be well:.nigh 
useless. The drawings themselves are well de
fined and clearly executed, IUld in all cases are 
drawn to, and accompanied by, a scale of feet 
showing the proportions of each piece of work, 
or speci~ of work, that is illustrated, and alford. 
ing facilities for enlargement, also to scalo, a 
kind of practice in drawing office work that is 
extremely useful to and much needed by students. 
As a work t>f reference it should be found in the 
office of every builder whether on an extensive. or 
limited scale, where it will also prove of seryxce 
in reminding its owner and user o~ the x:ght 
thing to do and the right way to do It, at times 
when through sf4'ess and pressure ~£ work ~d 
the worry tba1: isl<eonsequent upon It, the bram 
will not•answer tke helm quite so readily as it 
wm when all is plairi -sailing and there is nothing 
to distract and weary and divide the attention. 
• • ' • • • THB EDITOR. 
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SHOP : 
A.. CORNER FOR THOSII: WHO WANT TO TALK IT. 

•. • Jn consequence of the oreat pressure -upon the 
"Shop" col-u1nns of """ORK, contributors are 
requested to be brief and co11.cise in all future 
questions and replies. 

f'llo a'IIS'lDeri'ng any O/ the "Q11utioM mbmitua to Corre-
3pondmts," or in referri"MJ U> anything that has appeared 
in. " Shop," writer& are rti[I£Uted U> re/er U> the number 
0.1!d page ~I number of WoaK in which the subject u.nder 
coMideration. appea.rtd, and to give the heading of the 
paragraph to which reference w made, and the initial& 
and place of rrsW~n.ce, or tJu nom-de·plume, of the writer 
by whom the I[IU)Stion. lws bun a3ke<l 91' to whom a reply 
has been. already given. .A'71$1Utr3 cannot be given to 
questions which do not bear on subject& th.a.t fairly come 
within the scope ojthe Magazine. 

I.-LETTERS FROM CORRESPONDENTS. 

Paten t.-S. E. (Upper Olapton) writes:-" 'It is 
amusing to see the readiness with which persons 
-entirely ignorant of a subject will set themselves 
up to guide and instruct others, a.nd what useful 
and infallible authorities they consider themselves.' 
In these words our friend C. E. commences one of 
3lis usual in.structive and useful articles, on p. 492, 
No. 135, a.nd his words are perfectly true a.s applied 
to the nonsensical and misleading statements ma.de 
.some time ago by C. C. C .. and in other papers by 
many other would-be authorities in sucli matters. 
But C. E. has himselt ma.de a serious slip in the 
article in question, a.nd I hasten to correct it, as if 
any of your readers rely upon this particular state
ment of his, they may re!n'et it when too la.te. 
C. E . tells us (speaking of the filing of the complete 
specification) that, • if it is found that what has to 
be done cannot be completed within that term (nine 
months), an extension of time of one, two, or three 
months may be applied for, for one of the three 
periods named. with the stamps tor tees of £2, £4, 
or £6 impressed upon the application ; but no 
further extension of time will be granted.' The 
fa.ct of the matter is that one month, a.nd one 
month only beyond the original nine months, can 
be obtained for filing the complete specification, 
and the stamp duty requh·ed on the application 
form is £2. I am sure that C. E., in his usua.l fair
ness, will be ready to admit his error in the case. 
As an inventor myself. I have found that what you 
want is an old·established, experienced agent, 
doing business in a comparatively small wa.y, and 
whose l?,ersonal attention you may rely upon ob
taining. I 

P atents.-S. G. T. (Penarth) writes:-" Ma.ny of 
your correspondents tell us novices how to go a. bout 
getting a Patent, a.nd in a. very clea.r and able 
manner; a.nd there is no doubt but that anyone 
of average ability could get his ideas patented by 
following their directions. Among_ other things, 
they tell us to go and search the Patent records 
before we apply for a Patent, a.nd see if we ha.ve 
been anticipated. Now, I have what I believe is an 
excellent idea for a cushioned tire for bicycles, etc .. 
and I went, before applying for protection, a.nd 
searched the Patent lists to see if a.ny other 'in
ventor' was before me. I looked through a.ll the 
lists of sealed Patents tor this year, but found no
thing like mine, but on searching the lists of appli· 
cations for Patentsi I found that there were about 
two a. dar for the ast three mont.hs for the same 
kind of thmg. Now, can a.ny of your correspondents 
tell how we a.re to know tha.t some of these appli
cants may not ha.ve the very same thing as our
selves, and being before us. of course, liave the 
preference 1 A little more information would be 
v~ry useful UJ?On this .J.lOi~t. a.nd doubtless some 
.kind. re.ader will supply 1t Wlthout a.ppea.ling to your 
spec1a.list for so sma.ll a matter." 

Boot tor Shorten e d Leg.-J. F. (Glasgow) 
writes :-" Could you kindly send me Mr. 'l'yrrell's 
address (see WoRK, No. 135, p. 4.90-Improved Boot 
for Shortened Lez& as I wish to ma.ke inquiries 
about a.bove~''-LNo addresses can be given in 
WORK elsewhere than in the advertisement 
columns.] 

The UtUlty of WORK.- T HE REV. L. M 
(Roscrea) writes :-" lhave often though_!; ot writing 
to you to sa.y how pleased I am with WORK. It is 
a splendid pa11.er tor all professionals as well as 
amateurs, and I have tried to show my appreciation 
of its value by recommending my friends to sub
scribe to it. I am glad to sa.y halt a. dozen, a.t least 
have been wise enough to follow my advice, a.nd 
they all agree in sa.ytng it is • A 1.' · I sa.y this by 
way of encouragement, Mr. Editor-if you need 
any-though I think the success of WORK ought to 
encourage the most despondent of edito~t. and I 
know you do not belong to that class. ~ow see 
what a.n a.dvantalfe \VORK has been to me. Four 
years ago my • kit consisted of an a.xe, a rusty saw 
a.nd a sardine knife. But WoRK put different ideaS 
into my hea.d a.nd showed me the way to carry 
them out. First I ma.de the Cheva.l Soreen 
Escritoire. Then I took up the Battlesden Car
in spite of gloomy prophecies by my friends as to 
the result when the trial trip was ma.de. Then 
came other things, a.mong which I may mention 
folding table, two overmantels-one from design by 
Mr. Gleeson-White, the other by Mr. Adamson-a 
settee, wardrobe, dressing-table, a.ud a dozen·othe.i.' 
things; tlle last a zither, whiob my wife is now 
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playing. So you see WoRK ha.s been a. real source of 
profit to me to sa.y nothinf of the pleasure, and with 
regard to the last item, have spent some of the 
happiest hours in my 'shop' I ever spent. I am not 
afraid now to tackle a.ny job tba.t lies in the car· 
pantry line, for the reading of WoRK ha.s been as 
good as a.n apprenticeship to me. I live within a 
dozen miles of one of your contributors, the Uev. J . 
L. D., who has been very good to me in giving me 
hints; a.nd Opifex was once in this diocese. I must 
apologise for trespassing on your valuable time1 
but a.fter a.ll the pleasure and profit I have derivea 
from WORK, the least I can do is to write a.nd ex
press my gratitude."-[I nsertion is given to this 
letter because it not only illustrates the extent to 
which the publication proves serviceable in the 
ha.nds of the intelligent worker, but because it con
tains an excellent suggestion bearing upon the 
la.rge circulation of WORK. If the ma.ny subscribers 
who write anxiously desiring_ to "do somethinK" 
for WoRK were to follow the Rev. L. M.'s example, 
there is no saying where the circulation of the 
Magazine would end.] 

Framtnf Engravings, e t c.-T. S. (No Address) 
writes:-" so often see good engravings spoiled by 
careless framing that I am induced to send to your 
readers the wa.y in which the work should be aone 
instead of the usually imperfect mode. A valuable 
engraving is sent to be framed, and if nine out of 
ten a.re examined they will be found to be done as 
follows : The glass is put into the fra.me and strips 
of pa.per pa.steu round more or less carefully, thus 
the fra.me and glass are secured together; then the 
picture stretched on a fra.me, or stuck to a. mount~ 
lS put in with a. few bra.ds, a.nd brown paper stretch ea 
over all. The effect of this pla.n is tha.t, however 
perfectly it is done, the a.ct of cleaning the glass 
presses the bra.ds down and loosens the paper that 
is intended to secure a.ll dust-tight, and in the 
course of a year or two a. brown streak of smoke· 
dust extends like a. shadow across the picture, often 
impossible to remove again, or a gener~l cloud veils 
the picture, causing a. proof engraving to look like 
one of the la.st dozen prints taken oft' the plate. 
Now the proper wa.y is to carefully clean the glass
and even in this some extra care is necessary, as 
brisk rubbing to a sheet of glass will make it elec
trical, a.nd every particle of dust will fiy to it. and 
require some trouble to remove-and you will find 
when the work is done, that your glass has a. 
quantity of fibres of the cloth you used, or any 
other sma.ll particles that happened to be near, 
between it and the picture. Place the glass cleanest 
side up on the table, projecting a.u incu or two over 
the edge; lay the p1cture on it, and if it has no 
mount~ a. sheet of brown millboard, or at least a 
sheet of stout paper should be a.dded. '!'hen with a. 
straight·edge cut some strips of brown paper of 
width sufticient to bind the glass a.nd picture 
together (about tin. on the glass a.nd ! in. on the 
back); a.dd to this the thickness of glass and picture. 
Damp the strips and glue them on to the edge, like 
what the ladies and tailors call binding ; follow 
round a.ll four sides~ so tha.t, when the work is done, 
all that is requirea is the ornamental frame, and 
something to hang it by. The picture, but for 
appearance, is perfectly dust..~roof, and will always 
look bright a.nd clean. It w11l sometimes happen 
that the frame has a very narrow rebate, and the 
binding will show, so when quite dry you had 
better pop it into thE) frame to see how it looks, a.nd 
if a.ny binding shows, run a pencil-mark round : 
take it out, a.nd with stra.ight-edt~;e and point of 
knife, cut down through the bindmg to the glass~ 
when the superfiuous binding ca.n be easily scalea 
otf.i leaving the glass quite clean. I ba.ve often had 
to eave only l in., but if properly done it is enough. 
Another piece of millboard, or a thin wood back, 
secured with a. few bra.ds and a damped sheet of 
brown pa.per glued over a.ll, will ma.ke a. complete 
job. Thus the frame is, as I ha.ve before stated, 
merely as a mea.ns of support and ornament to the 
picture, which, for protection against dust, etc., is 
completely framed without a.ny frame a.t a.ll. In 
fact, I have often stuck a strip of gilt paper on the 
glass over the binding, a.nd glued· a. loop on the 
back and hung up small photos without any fra.me 
at a.ll." 

IL- Q U1!:STIONSANSWERED BY EDITOR .AND STAFF. 

Die Cutting and Stamping.-M. (York).-(1) I 
ha.ve made inquiries as to the presses you require; 
and, no doubt, you have received price· lists, etc., by 
post, a.s great pressure on the columns of "Shop" 
will prevent this appearing for some time. Tbe 
"Model" Press Com_pany, of Farringdon Street, E. C., 
ha.ve them in all s1zes; a.nd Mr. John Esson ot 
Fetter Lane, Engineer a.nd Printers' Broker, has 
several, second-hand. 'fhe specimens of relief 
stamping a.re very good; the engraving of the dies, 
however, seems to me to be rather shallow, if any
thing. (2) The black composition for tUllng in door, 
window, or coflln plates, whether zinc or brass, is 
best bla.ck sealing· wax; and for red letterst best red 
sealing-wax. The plate should be heatea till the 
wax completely fills up the cutting; then grind ofl' 
a.U burr left by the tool, and all superfluous wax, 
with a. stone and water first; afterwards polish with 
oil a.nd crocus (finest emery powder), and, lastly, 
with whiting and oil.-J. W. H. 

Type Caaea-Soda Cryatals.- No NAME.-Mr. 
J ohn Esson, Printe~· Broker, Fetter Lane, E.C., 
will, I think, aive you the information you want 
as to the half-oases you req_uire, a.nd, probably, 
has some second·hand ones m stook. Any large 
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oilman, such as :l\Tence Smith, would supply you 
with the soda.-J. W. If. 

P a rafftn Mixing.-W. S. (Gla.9(IO~v).-;1t is. a 
difficult matter to connect your bal'c wqUJry w1th 
any purpose or calling; otherwise, to answer 1t 
usefully might be a more definite matrcr. A frien!l. 
who is an analytical chemist, h:ll..; me he would 1n1x 
them by turning a. current of steam into the pnratlln, 
or that a.lcohol would help lo ell'ecL the pul'JIOSe. l\ly 
own e:>.1Jericnce in trade mt\ll c rs may be lllOre 
serviceable, perhaps, in your cas•:. \Vatcr- prc!cr· 
ably ''soft" water-can be nrnull{tlru:lt•:d with oil 
pa.int by a continuous "u~itat ing ·• a!' I ion : and IH1t 
oil and turpentine may be readily 111ixcrl with wutc 1·· 
paint liquids in a similar manner. JuboLh irts tanct:-; 
the purpose is crrcctcd sullicicutly thr,roughl)· f,,,. 
spreading the mixture upon flat su rfucc~. Froru 
this I assume tha.t paraflln- i.e .. pc:tr·oluum- cou Id 
as readily be amalgamated with wo.tc•·, <::ip<:ciallr 
in the small proportion of the former you J.au1o. 1 
expect equal parts, agitated in •~ bot Lie:, wnuld soou 
mix, a.nd then could he turned into tl•c: bulk c,f 
water. If there is any special chcndeu.l ;u·ticlc H!l<:cl 
in certain processes for assisting the mixing actiou, 
I should suggest bot·ax as being the factor. WI•Y 
not state, simply and openly, yout· object and put·· 
pose 1--F. P. 

V en eerlng .- IVANHOE.-You cannot do bctlf'r 
tha.n read tbe articles on Vcnccr·ing in Vol. l. 
of ·woRK. '!'hey deal thoroughly with the suh· 
ject, and, having so recently appeared, it is ilfl· 
possible to go over the ground again in •· Shor• " 
Of course., after readinf:! them, if you find your. 
self in a difticulty, wr1te us, and you may be 
assured every assistance will be given you; but. 
after the \"ery lucid dix·ections which were giveu 
a.bout the side of the wood on which the Yenecr 
should be laid, I hesitate to say the heart side, in 
case you should still mistmderstu.nd which side. It 
you have not got all the bnck numbe1'S of Worur. 
and do not care to buy thcm-tLOUKh I strongly 
advise you to invest a penny in an Inuex to Vol. I., 
so that you can see what su))jc·ct.~ ha vc been 
treated-you will find a "few hints" (much good 
may they do you, for I rather think you wa.nt full 
directions) on a sliding-fratne dining-room table in 
the number of Wonu: for 7th June.-D. D. 

D istem per .-BEESWAX.-The amount of genuine 
yellow beeswax which-ba\'ing- been a lready scraped 
into shreds and then dissolved in oil of turpen
tine- should be added to u. half-bucketful of dis
temper, in order to mnke a tempe1·a paint for good 
decorative work, would be about ·1 oz; or for a. good 
pailful, prepared according to the instructions 
quoted on p. 787, Vol. I., the proportions would be 
~ lb. pure beeswax in H pints of tut·ps. the two well 
a.mal~amated, and then added .as direct~d_. Re
spectmg your second querr1 suft1c1ent finest 1smgla.ss 
to make a pint of glass.gJlding mordant could be 
readily placed upon a shilling. For further in
formation, see answer ' 'Acid and Gilding," when 
published.-F. P. 

B ell T el ephone.-J. R. M. CTValton).-I do not 
know of a.ny very cheap telephone wbich would 
answer your purpose, unless you like to use the 
apparatus called "The Lovers' 'l'elegraph." It can 
be made with two empty meat tins. Hemove the 
bottom of each, and, in lieu thereof, stretch a piece 
of parchment over the end; in the centre of these 
bore a. little hole, and pa.ss a. cord or wire through 
them, connecting both tins together, with a knot or 
button on the inside of each. The string must be 
kept strained when the instrument is in use. '\\" ords 
spoken into one cylinder can be clearll· hea.rd by a 
listener at the open end of the other. This is really 
a. mechanical telephone, and, if properly made and 
connected, would answerrourpm·pose 'I' err well. But 
I think you should try and make a set of t<'lephones. 
with transmitter and recei\'er at each end. such as 
have been illustrated fully in W oRK already. They 
a.re as cheap as a.ny I know. Sometimes you k:1ow 
that a cheap thing turns out Yerr dcnr in the end. 
As all the necessary connections, etc., have been 
glYen before, it is not worth whilo:l taking up space 
with rough drawings. Andt as you arc a constant 
reader, you will have no difficulty in getting what 
you wa.nt from back numbers.- \ V. D. 

Mlcro-polaris cope.-B. J. T. (Southsca) asks it 
the angle of 26', as given in mr article, is the correct 
one, and if it has been given from experience, as in 
Ganot's "Physics," 5!0 35' is stated to be the proper 
a.ngle for glass to pola.rlse. I will o.ns " 'et· tho last 
question first, and say that I ar~i,·ed at ~Y con· 
clusions after long and exhaustl\"e experrments, 
and the angle I lmve given is the one by which I 
have worked. From C~1Jcriments !I haYe 01ade. I 
a.m led to think that the same angle does not answer 
for all kinds of glass, and, to ob_tt~in the bt:s t results, 
experiments must be made. D1tfcrcnt wnters seem 
to range from 50? to 60' . That bein~ so, the di::>· 
crepancy between such an angle and that given by 
me is only in appearance. Dcfore I began exper1· 
men tin;. I read, "Glass will polarise at un angle of, 
sa.y, 54 ,"by which I understood nu obtuse angle 
containing 5!0 • I accordingly made o. tube, a.nd cut 
ofl' the end at this angle; the result was, not the 
least polarisation. I was much perplexed thereat, 
and wondered where the mistake could be. I began 
experimenting, gradually tilting the glass at a more 
acute angle, until I obtained polarisation. I now 
found, by measurement, the angle Rt which I was 
working was just exactly the complement of 51• or 
26°. I then understood that what wns iuteoded 
was that 54° were to be cut otf. '!'his is really the 
solution of the seeming difficulty. Haviug been 
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p~rplc~ed mrselt in the matter, I thought it would 
sHnphfy matters to so.y that the tube should be cut 
at t\11 acute angle containing 26°.-0. B. 

Plantng.-J. R. (HillsbOI'Ottgh).-You give no clue 
ns to your o.cquaintn.nce with wood working· but 
prol>n.bi.Y, it is of a. v~ry recent <late. I could advise 
be:u er 1f you, had g1ven fuller particulars. I join 
w1th. our Editor an_d contr~butors in asking our 
quer1sts to ask Lhe1r quest10ns very fully giving 
p<Lrt ict~lars of the special difficulty that presents 
1t.sclf. m o.rder that we, who a re still learning, may 
learn to g1 ve full, exact, terse, and helpful replies. 
For pl11;ning pieces of wood ~ in. square, 2ft. long, 
use a Jack-J?lane, well sharpened a.nd set. Read 
how to do th1s in 'WoRK, No. 20. With proper treat
men.t, the wood does n~t wa.nt.fixino on the bench; 
but 1! J. R. h!'-s many pteces to plane .to a. size, it may 
be worth while to make some contr1va.nce to assist 
in d.oing thi!J. I hi!-ve a. paper in hand on this very 
subJect, wh1ch I w1ll send to the Editor as soon a.s I 
am able, and hope it will be of use to J . R. and many 
others.-B . .A.. B. 

Cog· Wheels. - A. Y. (Blackburn).-When the 
sa~v bench on p. 177, Vol. Il., was drawn, I thought 
ch1efiy of the most convenient height of handle, 
doing away with slip. and getting the advantage of 
a rapid revolution of fly-wheeL If these are ob
tained, by all means have the other details to suit 
yourself. I should a.pply for cog-wheels to Lloyd, 
Steelhouse Lane, Birmingham, or Barker's Gas 
Engine Manufactory, Birmingham. If not suc
cessful in obtaining the wheels, I should try to get 
a second-hand mangle and wrin9.er, or the wheels 
thereof, by Bradford, or Harper rwelvetree.s ; but 
without stzes it is impossible to advise. It would 
be best to ~et two cog-wheels and two pinions 
before decidmg position of a..'Xles, as the exact size 
does not matter much. You want the saw t.o turn 
at least twelve times as often as you turn the crank. 
- B . .A.. B. 

Propeller Screws.-F. M. (Thernton).-The 
are!'- ot screw blades should be determined by ex
perlence; but for those who have no opportunity of 
so ~etermining it the following rules will be useful. 
I g1ve them for four-, three-, and two-bladed pro
pellers. I H P = indicated horse-power of engines; 
c = a. co-efficient :-

Total area of screw blades=cV ..2-11 P:-.=-::-:=-:::-.o:::-

In hi 
revolut.s. per min. 

w eh formula-
e= 15 for four-bladed propellers; 
c = 13 for three-bladed prope!Jers ; 
c = 10 for two-bladed propellers. 

The pitch of screw for propellers varies very much, 
and ~n our col~mns we have not space to deal with 
so w1de a subJect. You will find it all explained in 
Scaton's "Manual of Marine Engineermg." The 
thrust of screw is also explained in the work re
ferred to.--F. C. 

Steel Bardening.-.A SUBSCRIBER.-No special 
met hod beyond the mere immersion of the articles 
to be hardened. 'l'he lead can be melted in 
any iron vessel; ,a. ladle will do for small 
articles. The advantage of its use is that the 
temperature is nearly constant, and that the 
articles immersed cn.n be left in the lend for an in
rlefinite time without becoming burned. 'l'he steel 
is n\)t oxidised as it is when put into the fire, but 
reta.ms a clean surfac.e. 'l'he lead should be free 
from corrosive adulterations, and be covered with 
charcoal while molten. Perhaps the following 
table, copied from a Ya.luable and now rather rare 
book- Percy's "Metallurgy of Iron and Steel"
ma.y be of service to you and others :-. 
TilL& OF THE COMPf)SITION OF METALLIC BATHS 

FOR T~E Us& OF WORKING 0U'l'LERS. 

No. Com,osition. I 
of the Bath. Temp. 

--·r--------------1·~~~ Ltad. Tin. -Frih~ 

4200 
430° 
4-12" 

1 Lancets ... .. ... .. . 
2 Other surgical instruments .. . 
3 Ra.r.ors, etc. .. . .. . .. . 
' Penknives, and some imple-

ments of surgery ... ... 
6 Larger penknives, scalpels, 

etc.... .. . . . . ... . .. 
6 Scissors. shears, garden hoes, 

cold chisels .. . ... ... 
7 Axes. firmer chisels, plane 

irons, pocket-knives... .. . 
8 Table-knives, large shears .. . 
9 Swords, watch-springs .. . 

10 Large springs. daggers, 
augers, fine sa. ws ... ... 

11 Pit saws, hand saws, some 
springs ... ... .. . ... 

12 Articles which require to be 
somewhat softer ... ... 

7 4 
7~ 4 
8 4 

8~ -! 

10 4 

14 ~ 

450° 

470° 
14900 

19 4 
!'!0 4 
48 4 

50 2 
Boiled lin

seed oil. 
Melting . 

lead. 612° 

Of course, a list of this kind must be taken cum 
gra?~o. saUs, because of the great difference in 
quahttes of steel. But the lead bath is valuable 
n eycrtheless, and is used to a considerable extent: 
Th1~ ensure.s uniformity in tempering a number of 
similar nrt1C:les ; but where tee clear fire only is 
used, the articles are enclosed in a cast-iron box or 
a tube of cast or wrought iron, or laid upon a hot 
plate or bat·: For small articles. a cylindrical tube 
of cast iron lS as useful as a.nything.-J. 

SHOP. 

T elephon e.- H. S. (Stoke Newington).-This is 
really a very simple mattel' when one thinks of it. 
Having fixed up your instruments in the various 
rooms, you will require three two-way switches. 
Carry a wire from station A through the switch to 
stations B a!ld o. 'l'h~s done, go to station B, and 
cax:ry the W1re to .stations A and o through another 
switch ; and, havmg gone to station o, carry a wire 
through another switch to stations B and A, thus 

· compl~ting the at•rangement. By following this out 
you will have coJrJllete control of the various in
struments at the · erent stations. A simpler plan 
could not ,be adopted, although one which would, 

0 ·-
1-----~ .. '----1 

L. 

c 

., 

Telephone Connections for Three Sta.tioJis. 

perhaps, save a few ya.rdsot wire might be devised ; 
but it would lead to complications which would be 
difficult to get over. Yon will, of course, require a. 
transmitter and receiver a.t each station, a.nd also 
a. bell for calling attention. I give a.bove a sketch 
of the con.nections, although I think it is not neces· 
sary for the instructions are plain enough, and 
would be easily ca.rried out. In the sketcht A, B, c 
represent the three stations, and the heavy a.ots the 

.switches. The arms of the switches are not shown. 
The L's represent the line wire. I hope you will be 
able to get over your troubles, and that your darkness 
will be illuminated by the a.bove.-W. D. 

Spirit Gralntng,-.A.. W. P. (Leutonstone). 
Since your query was received, you have~ doubt
less, had a full answer in the pa.per de'{"otea. to the 
p~ocess which appeared in the Graining series, Vol. 
II. I should not advise you to try and make the 
paint mill, a.s they can be bought so cheaply of any 
painters' merchant. Crowden 8.: Garrod, Falcon 
House, London, S.E., sell a very good one for 30s. 

• 

Pa.int Mill, 

(I append illustration), which is computed 1to grind 
6! lbs. per hour. The next price is 408 .• and so on 
up to 1808. To the trade, and for cash, there would 
probably be a. reasonable discount off this. You 
cannot do better, I believe, than buy o£ Crowden and 
Garrod; but grinding one's own paint is poor 
economy a.t any time, Unless one is situated far from 
manufacturing centres.-F. P. 

Zither Tnning.-J. J. (Belfast).-You should 
write to the publishers, Cassell &; Co., Limited, 
London. E.U., and enclose the necessary stamps for 
any copies of WORK :rou may require. 

Dynamo Design.- H. D. H. (OZevedon).- lt you 
are satisfied with the " mechan1cal details" of the 
design submitted to me, I very much fear you know 
little of the princ!Ples of dynamo designing. In 
the first place, the F.M.'s are badly designed. The 
channel is quite t in. too large, and the cores present 
an insuffi.cient surface to the armature. The arch 
of the carcase should not be in one pieoe, but be 
slit, and the two pieces connected by a gun-met&l 

• 
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bridge. T~ki~g Y!lur own statement as being cor
rect, the wmding 1s altogether wron~. In a series 
wound dynamo, the armature resistance should 
nearly equal that of the F. M. In your machine the 
armature resistance is "0078 obm, and the F .M. 
resistance 3"130 ohms. Why ha.ve you put the wire 
on the armature in sixteen sections 1 Only one of 
these is effective for E.M.F. of current. You have 
only one yard of active wire on the armature, and 
this must be run at 5,000 revolutions per minute to 
develop an E.M.F. of 1 YOlt under the most favour
able conditions. With a. resistance of 3·130 ohms in 
the F.M. alone, you will get but a fractional 
amount of current in the outer circuit, even if the 
terminals are not short-circuited \Vith a thick wire. 
Your best remedy now is to cut the arch of the car
case in two pieces. and connect the two parts with 
a non-magnetic bridge of gun metal or brass. Then 
see that one of the cores has a. north polarity, 
and the other a. south polarity. They should be 
wou.nd in opposite directions to ensure this. 
You cannot alter the armature channel or tunnel, 
so must let that remain. Connect the armature 
in shunt with the F.M.'s and run it as shunt
wound dynamo at a speed of 5,000 revolutions 
per m.inute. Even then you will not get a powerful 
current from such a small and badly designed 
macbine.-G. E. B. 

Electric Ltght Manager.-T. (Part Sait£).
Y our qualifications, a.s stated in your letter, should 
fit you for the duties of manager in an electric light 
installation. But you cannot expect an electric 
lighting company to take you on your own recom
mendation alone. I should therefore ad vtse you to 
get your qualifications laid down on paper by your 
officers, and backed with the names of well-known 
men before ·you leave the service. Then you will 
have to make personal application to one or more 
of the electric lighting companies and ascertain 
whether they have a vacancy or not. Or advertise 
in WORK, the Electrician, or the Telegraphic 
Journal, for a situation. It is quite possible 
you may have to sl1ow your qualifications in the 
factory in a lower position~ a.nd thus work your 
wa.y along by giving pra.cticaJ. proof of your abilities. 
-G. E. B. 

' Iron Gtrder.-J. S. B. (Poplar).-The length of 
chord varies a.s the radius. We must first fii:id the 
radius of the bottom chord. which is determined by 
dividing the agua.re of span by eight times the 
camber, and adding half the camber: thus with 
span 75 feet, and camber 1t inches (=ith foot)-

75 feet 
76 " -

375 
525 

t x 8 = 1 ) 5,625 square of span. 

5,625 
~ = half of camber. --

6,625,\ feet = radius of bottom chord . 
Add Si feet = depth of girder. 

5,63.'-l-h feet = radius of top chord. 
Multiply by 75-feet = length of bottom chord. 

28,165 
39,431 

42fr = (75 X ,\). ---
422,517t't 

This is t9 be divided by radius of bottom; the frac-
tions ma.y be dropped :- · 

m,517 t t . h 
5 625 = 75 ee 11\ mches, lengt of top chord. 
' You ought to allow 1 inch camber for every 40 feet 

of span. You will find the construction oLgirders 
practically t reated in a series of articles on "Wrought 
Iron and Steel Girder Work, .. commencing page 171, 
Vol. I . of WoRK.-F. C. 1, • 

Beer.-W. G. G. (London; S.E.) ....... I am not aware 
of any book devoted specially to the after manage
ment of beers

1 
but "The Theory and Practice of 

Modern Brewmg," by Frank Faulkner, published 
at 2ls., by F. : W. Lyons. will be found to be an 
exhaustive treatise on the whole subject. The 
keeping qualities and condition of beers depend 
mainly on the quality of malt and hops used1 a.nd 
the skill with which the brewings are carriea out. 
If any of these are defective, after management can 
do little to rectify and preserve. Thick and sour 
beer cannot be converted into good beer. The best 
judge of the quantity of finings is, in each case, the 
brewer who brewed the beer; different beers require 
ditlerent treatment. Warm .weather undoubtedly 
affects beer, but beer can be, and is, brewed to 
stand such. Inferior qualities suffer most by the 
high temperatures.-APIS. 

Harmonium Artlcles.- H. H. (Barnsburv).
No such papers have :retappeared, but some are in 
preparat10n. . 

Discs for Electric Belts.-J. vV. (Camberwell). 
-I a.m not favourably inclined towards your pro
posed method of connecting the discs of copper and 
zinc. You are right respecting t_he dimensi!JnS of 
the discs. These may be of the SIZe of penrues, or 
even larger, up to ltin. in diameter. You are also 
right about having a piece of flannel between the 
zinc and the copper discs, this tlannel partition 

• 
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acting as a porous diaphragm between the two 
elemeuts. Now, the two elements should be con· 
nected as the plates of a battery are oonnected1 not 
by a brass eyelet in the centre, passing througn the 
porous diapht·agm, but by an insulated conductor 
conveyed from the outside of the copper discs to the 
outside or edge of the zinc discs. These should be 
next the body of the wearer, s,nd coated with thin 
flannel to prevent actual contact of the metal with 
the skin, or sores will result from irritation by the 
metal and its sa.lts. The perspiration from the body 
wil pass through the flannel, excite the zinc, and 
generate a current of electricity, which will pass 
1;hrough the moist porous diaphra.gm to the copper 
and be conveyed by the insulated conductor to the 
zinc of the next couple, and so on. Wben the two 
end discs are connected by the metal clasps of the 
belt. a current will circulate around the body. For 
further information I must. refer you to" Shop," in 
Nos.103, 115, 117, 120, 124! and 129.-G. E. B. 

Electric Gas Ltghts.-GA.s-L.-The instrument 
described by you, and illustrated by the sketches 
sent with your letter,· is one. of .. Clarke's. patent 
electric gas li~hters. The pnnclples or 1ts con
struction are s1milar to those of a Wimshurst fric
tional electt·ic machine. Inside the outer fixed 
cylinder of ebonite there shoulq be two quadrants 
of tinfoil, such as shown in your sketch, and six 
knobbed wires. Two of these wires should be con
nected to the tinfoil quadrants, two of them (oppo
site to each other) be. carried up to form conductors 
for the outer circuit and connected to the insulated 
wires in the stem or the instrument, and the ends 
of the other two connected together. 'l'he connec
tions may be made above the plate shown in your 
sketchi and these may be defective. They should 
be we! insulated from E)ach othex:1.and may be im
proved by pouring melted paraffin on the plate. 
The inner or revolving cylinder has six strips of 
tin or copper foil on tts inside surface. 'fhe spaces 
between these strips should be varnished with 
shellac (spirit) varniSh, but do not varnish the strips 
of foil. When the cylinders are in position, the 
knobbed ends of the six wires mu!!t touch the 
strips of toil in the inner cylinder. The insulation 
of the outer cylinder may (as you suggest) be im
paired. To remedy this, warm it before a fire, and 
paint it whilst warm with some of the shellac var
nish, but do not coat the foils.-G. E. B. 

Bron.ze Paper.-TRORNBILL.-Write to Berry 
and Roberts, St. Bride Street, Ludgate Circus, 
London, E.C.-G. C. 

Small Dynamo.-H. H. (~nsb'Ury).-.Aa ;you 
are" only a starter at the game" of dynamo making, 
I should ad'rise you to attempt something more 
simple and useful than trying to solve the problem 
of making " a small dynamo weight about It lb. 
complete, to fit in a box: 3 in. hlgh, 2! in. wide, and 
2 in. across," to gi'l"e a light of 4 candfe power when 
driven at about 2,200 revolutions -per minute. I 
give your requirements here in order that some 
other reader may take up the problem and work it 
out for you if inclined to do so. .As I do not think 
the "game " worth the candle, I relegate it to 
some one of those persons who .fl.nd amusement in 
worki.ng out such problems. 'fhe "game," of dynamo 
making will require a little more study on your 
part than merely reading casually how to make a 
dynamo in the back numbers of WORK. I should 
advise you to read the instructions .again, then 
"start'' on one of the small dynamos mentioned on 
p. 6!4, Vol. 11. of WORK. If you succeed with this, 
r,on will understand more about what you call a 
• game,'' but which is in reality a. most serious study, 

than you do at present.-G. E. B. 
Safety Bioycle.-J: J. (Swansea).-This subject 

has been trea ted in the following numbers of 
WORK :-107, 111, 115, 119, 124, 1.."7, 132. 

• • 
New lnventlon.-E. L. (l>"etherton, .DudZey).

Our correspondent, as the matter is stated by him, 
Is in no PO!!ition to treat safely with the matter 
named; firstly, because there is no proof that he has 
any property to treat for; secondly, because he can
not safely treat for the sale of the plan until he has 
protected his rights, either by lodging a provisional 
specificat ion or filing a. complete. 'l'he first thing 
our correspondent should do is to ascertain clearly 
whether his invention is novel by a careful search 
and examination of all the published specifications 
relt~ting to the subject, which may be seen at most 
of the public libraries-say, Birmingham, Man
chester, etc. When he has satisfied himselt that 
there has been no prior specification for his plan 
recorded a.t the Patent Ofllce, he should then liave 
prepared by comP.etent parties, either a provisional 
or complete speclllca.tion of his invention-properly 
illustrated w1th drawings in the latter case-and 
send. thern to th.e PatAtnt Ofllce and when he 
rece1ves the official not1ce of their acceptance he 
may then proceed to negotiate for the sale or intro· 
ductlon of the matter. I t would be the height of 
folly on his pal't to attempt to treat with anyone 
whilst his right:~ are unprotected, as it is too well 
known that what are called" trade'' principles are 
not partlculal'ly noted for their abilltles1 to dis· 
tinguish the difference between meum, and tuum 
more particulm·ly when the m(mm is most likely to 
be benefited by the operation.-C. E. 

B oot Studs. - BARIUS. -E. Pen ton & Son, 
M01·time•· l::)treet, London, W .• will supply you with 
Ellis'a patent boot sturls. '!'here are three sizes, 
large, medium, and small-price, sevenpence per 
doz. ; per gross~ 5s. 6d. ; keys, with awls, for same, 3d. 
each. I shoula think a.ny large grlndery warehouse 
neaT you would keep or get them for you.-W. G. 

SHOP. 

PlaDo Bent Side Plates.-W. H . M . (Bu.roesa 
Hill).-It is quite correct what you have read. 
You make a line on the bent side 2 in. from the 
sound-board edge. You start your fl.rst parallel line 
where your 2 in. line oroeses the vertical lines. 
Perhaps the a.ooompa.nying sketch makes it more 
plain for you. If you read the paper on " Stringing," 
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Sketch of Bridge- A, showing where cut with 
Saw; B, where cut with Chisel; C, how Hitch 
Pins are arranged on Bent Side; D, how Tri
chord Notes are formed. 

in No. 41 of Wontc, you will see why two rows of 
pins are needed for the trichord. If you cut a small 
piece of wood. and make the lines on it a.s described, 
you would soon see how the bridge is carved. The 
bridge is cut away on the bevel towards the sound· 
boara, to free the s tring up to the bridge pin-holes. 
The string must be tree between the bridges, from 
pin to pin.-'1'. E. . 

Charcoall'urnace.-T. J. W. (StokcNewin{}t01l). 
-According to your sketch the charcoal ought to 
burn. There are two things that might hinder it: 
one is that the whole thing is too small to burn, as 
you can only get a small quantity in-scarcely 
enough to keep alight; the next thin~ is that a 
solid bottom would be better than bars m this ca.se, 
and cut a little off the bottom of the door for 
draught, or punch some holes in it. You ought to 
use very small pieces of charcoal, and light it before 
putting in; but if I were you I should use a spirit
lamp. You would get more heat from it, and it 
would be coutant as long as the spirit lasted. 

\ • 

' . 
. Fig.).. 

End Sections of BoUer for Model Steamboat. 

Your boiler is wrongly constructed. You have got 
most of the water at the bottom, where there is no 
heat. I send you sections of two boilers, either of 
which I have found to answer well. Fig. 1 is very 
simply made of copper, double-seamed and soldered 
at A, and an edge thrown off at the ends, the ends 

.put on, hammered down, and well soldered. They 
will stand any amount of pressure that you are 
likely to want for model engines of any kind, and 
there is no fear of them leaKing while there is any 
water in them. FJ,g. 2 can be made in tho same 
way, but the working is a litt1e more difllcult. 
I hope that these few llints may get you out of your 
difficulty. It any further information is required, I 
shall be pleased to give it.-R. A. 

Pattern Catttnr.-A. M . w. (D ublin).- There 
is a. book called "Last F itting and Pattern Cutting " 
a modern (1886) treatise on l>oot and shoe Ulanu· 
facturing, by A. Hannibal, St. Bride's A venue, 
Fleet Street, E.O. ; poet free~ 39. Rut I should think 
the one tp .suit you best wowd be (if you will allow 

i 

me to judge tor you) "A Manual of Boot and Shoe 
Manufacture," des igned for the use of technical 
teachers and students, by Hill & Yeoman, anll pub· 
lished as above; post free, ts. I recommend this 
book because you also tl8k tor a book on the •• tech
nical terms" of the trade, and this ono embraces not 
only pattern cutting, but subjects from the anatomy 
ot the foot to prime costing; it also gives a good de
scription or terms used in a bout Jl fteon subjects 
connected with tbe boot aRd shoe trade.-W. G. 

Band-sewn B oots.- A. B. (Manchuter).- Your 
first question is one thnt concc1·ns uhuost every
body, for through want or knowledge in being able 
to j udge a hand-sewn boot from & machine-sewn, 
the public, by unscrupulous tradesmen and sales
men, are often greatly defrauded by the mis repre
sentation of goods. 'l'o answer this ques tion to 
your, and my own, satisfaction , I should have to 
give one or two diagrams of sectional parts or boots 
of both makes, wl1ich would, with a propr:r descrip· 
tion (which the subject dcecrvca), make it too long 
for the "Shop" column. I will. thcJ·eforc, u.s soon as 
time will permit1 submit a short nrticle on this 
subject for the Eaitor's kind approval. But, in the 
meantime, I will give you one or two hint.'! that 
will help you in the matter. ll'irst take the sock 
out, and if yon can see the stitches u.ll round the 
inside, on the inner sole, you can be sure they 
are machine-sewn ; if they are smooth, they are 
either hand-sewn, standard-screw, or a combina
tion. It they are standard-screw, you will find the 
marks on the innet· sole of a small round disc. 'l'he 
screw wire is put in to such nicety that they seldom 
show on the inside, but it the centre of this illol · 
pression is scraped awa y wit.h the point of a knife, 
the brass screw wire will soon be brought to li~hL 
and prove the make. Or they may be a machine· 
sewn welt (the neat·est approach to hand-sewn). 
but in either case you mny be ahlo to sec a t'Ct.Lland 
good stitch a.U round the outside. Machine-sewn 
boots or shoes are much heavier than hand-sewn. 
But another pretty sure p;uide is the inside of the 
heel, for a 3 most all mnchine-sewn work has heel~ 
that are put on gen~rally by a heeling machine. 
you can Cither see the heads of nails, or where they 
are clenched, on the inner sole of the seat, and if 
they are not machine heels they nre nailed on by 
hand, and can be told in the same way : for this 
reason they often hnve a whole or half inner sole in 
them, but if taken out it can soon be replaced . 
Hand-sewn men do not build theirs in this way, for 
if not sewn they nre pegged. Your second query, 
with regard to sewing t he patch. sec from A to R 
(Fig . 41, p. 201, No. 117, Vol. Ill. of W onK. You must 
not scrape kid, as that is a leather that has the 
grain side for the fnce. Calf you can, as the g1·ain 
side is the wrong side. and the flesh the face. In 
answer to your third. 1 am pleased to tell you t.hat 
my sixth paper, on Hcpairing. deals with welting 
and solin§ hand-sewn boots , which appeared on 
page 515 (No. 137).- W . G. 

Carriage Ala rm Clock.-ANSONu..- 1 am 
afraid you will be unable to get the parts which 
you have broken and lost, as 1 have never been able 
to get exactly the same. '!'he only thing I can 
advise you is to write to Grimshaw & Co .. 
Goswell Road, Clerken well, London, and if they 
cannot su-pply you, then you can only put t.he re· 
mains aside as useless. or to come in for repairs, 
etc., to others of the same make; or you can write 
to the wholesale house of tl1e company, or to t.he 
company themselves direct, and ask them t.o supply 
you with 'sca.pe wheel, palle ts, and statf complete. 
I am sorry I cannot assist further, but t.hey are Dlll.de 
so cheap that it does not pay to stock parts.
A. B. C. 

Grandfather's Cloclc.- P. R. (Edinburgh).-! 
am of opinion that you have either forgotten to put 
on the ga.thel'ing pa llet-that is. the little part that 
picks up the rack when it falls nt the hour-or if you 
got that on (which fits on the end of a. squared 
pivot of the wheel next above the wheel with the 
pins in it, and which lifts the bammerl, you have 
not got the rack hook on- that is , the part tha t. holds 
up the rack, or if on, it may not be working as it 
should ; or, again, you may have it on all rigli t. but. 
perhaps, the rack arm tlmt rests on the sna il, or 
should do so. may be ben t. out and falls above and 
over the snail, and so fall s too fur, auu the gather· 
ing pallet cannot reach it to pick it up. See that all 
the above are right, that the rack does not fo.ll 
beyond the reach of the pallet. t~nd that the rack 
hook holds the rack up •vhen it is gathered at the 
same time. Put the pallet on so that. the hammer 
shall be free or oft' the pins when the tail of the 
pallet is resting on the pin In the end of the rack. 
-A. B. C. 

Chapel and Cla.ss-room.- G. S. (Glcugoto).
We cannot gi'l"e cont ributors' arld resses. but anT 
stamped and sealed communicut ion can be for
warded. Why not ask your questions through 
"Shop" for the good of the readers 1 

Tar Sta.tns.-X. W . I . (Portsm01tth).- The sim
plest remedy I can advi !:le you to try would be to 
well wash the stains with spirits of salts well 
diluted with water. If Lhi!! does not move them, 
try some quicklime sp•·cnd over them thickly, like a 
past.e, and loft for twent.y·four hours, the lime 
having been previously slaked with water to the 
consistency of cream. 'Nhichcver remedy you 
adopt, it must be very tltorou{Jhl11 rinsed ott' with 
wa.ter.-E. D. 

Core Box.-G. B. E. (Coselcy, near Bilston).-.A 
paper on Helical Wheels h1 beiug prepared, and will 
be published shortly. • 

• 
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UI.-QUESTIOXS SUB:\UTTED TO CORRESPONDitNTS. 
· Brass Cast in:<s.- BRASS FI~ISIIER asks :
" Can any render of \YoHK tell me whet·o I can buy 
a. set of castiu~:,rs for a good bra.ss fender o.nd fire 
brasses1" 

Cem en t.- REP A mER writes:-" ·wm .A.. s. P. or 
othe.rs give n. receipt for bicycle cement with pro
portlons1 I hNw that old til·es nre uscfl with other 
mixtures; what nrc the other things 1 I hn-;e son1e 
old rub be1·s:• 

Wheat M111.-P. E. (Ottpw·, Fife) writes:-" Can 
any ronder of 'YORK gh·e me a sketch of the 
cutters used for grinclin){ coat·se oatmeo.l1 I have 
got o. mill for grinding fine oatmeal but find the 
same will not do Cor coarse oatmeal.''' 
Restorin~ L e ather Chair Seata.-INcR~DULE 

WTites :-·• Will A. J. (Faversham), who in p. 4.62, 
No. 133 of WoRK, recommends Jo.ckson's varnish 
stains for abo'l'"e-named purpose, let your readers 
know where that mat.erio.l may be procured, as I 
would like to try it 1" 

Banjo.-CoNST.A.NT READER writes :-"I am 
making n Germnn-sil>er banjo; can anyone inform 
me how the edge is spun over the steel w1rea, also the 
easiest way of riveting it1 I also want to engrave 
it. It any one of your renders can inform me the 
simplest way, he will oblige." 

Uphols tery.-.w. \V. (Notting Hill) writes:
" "\Vill any r eader give me some information how 
to stuff dining-room chairs, !or I find when I make 
the roll and have stitched it, it is Yery uneven all 
the way round 1" 

Whip Stand- Sprlng.-FLAGELLUM writes:
"Could. any reader kindly give me an idea for a. 
combination riding and driving whip stand 1 I 
should like it to be about 6 ft. lligh by 2 ft. 6 in. 
broad1 standing on the floor against a wall, and 
contmning a drawer !or ~loves, and so arranged 
that the riding whips m1ght lie horizontally on 
hooks, and the driving whips might be upright. 
I should be glad to know, also, if there is any in
vention existing which is an improvement on the 
ordinary springs which are used for holding 
billiard cues, etc., in a ,·ertical position in a stand, 
and wbich I find to scratch the cues, even if pro
v ided with rollers." 

Rope Door Mats.-J • .A. (Southwark) writes:
"Would any correspondent inform me how to 
make rope door matsl I have seen them oval 
shape, which I am told are made from old rope. I 
have pricked a. hole through canvas and put the 
rope through, but it is not satisfactory. .A rough 
drawi.ng would greatly oblige." 

Woode n ~orse.-OLD CHIP writes :-" Could 
any reader tell me \vhere I could get a. wooden 
horse for a tricycle for a boy-a horse something 
like the hobby-horses we see going about~" 

Frames , Mounts, etc.-T. B. (Roehctale) w rites : 
-"Will any of our brother renders kindly give me 
the names and addresses of one or two wholesale 
houses in Manchester dealing in picture frames, 
mounts, etc1" 

Transfe r Drawings .-DR.A.UGHTSMA:-i' writes:
.. Can a ny of your numerous readers give me g.ny 
advice as to the making of transfer drawings for 
zincogra.phy' I use a crow-quill pen and Winstone 
and Sons' ink (litho transfer in sticks), but I do not 
know what consistency to make the latter. To get 
it a nice black I have to make it so thick that it will 
not work easilr, and if I make it work easily the 
lines are faint 1n places. The crow-quills, too, seem 
to scratch up the surface of the prepared paper and 
blob the pen, making thick, smudb"Y linea where I 
want line ones. The process is not photo-zinco
graphy, but the drawings are transferred direct 
from the prepared paper to zinc. I should be glad 
to know if there are any remedies for the defects I 
have mentionedi the best materials to use, etc., or 
if it i.s my own c umsiness." 

l:xotlcs.-.A.J.A.X writes:-" Can any render of 
WORK kindly inform me where to obtain any 
m anual on the manufacture of artificial exotica1'' 

Engine.-YOUNG ENGINEER writes :-'' Will 
some reader give me a J1int ns to the colours to 
paint an eight-horse hot·izontal engine-such as 
cylinders, fly-wheel, and other parts 1 also colour 
for lining to match l Which kind of paint, too, 
ought I use to o. ten-horse vertical boiler, or would 
gas tar do1" 

Fre t M a chine.-N. R. (Yeovil) writes toW. R. S. 
(see No. 133, page461) :-"Kindly tell me how to make 
a fret-machine saw, to fix to a tablo or bench." 

:Monogra m for Fretwork.-N. R. (Yeovil) 
writes :- ·· \IV ill some kind correspondent give me a 
NR monogram for fretwork 1"' 

Chuck.- YOUNG TURNER writes:-" Would any 
kind reader ull m e how to make chuck, !or oval 
turning out of wood 1 If Mr. Blnckett could give me 
any information I should be very Uluch obliged.'' 

Ce m en t or Glue .-J. H. P. (Blackpool) writes: 
-"1 wn,nt to mnke a flexible wntcrp1·oof cement, 
suitnhlc for ap(llying to leather. '!'he cement must 
stand 130 d eg. 1• nhr. of heat without softening. Can 
any t'Ctulet·" of \·VottK assist one in a. fix1" 

Para ffin OU Stove, - SOLDER-POT writes:
" Can ttny brother reader inf01·m me if a. plumber's 
m etal-pot und solder can be heated by para.ffln 
oil 1" 

Spirit Stand.-CA RR DYKE writes :-"Can any 
reader of WouK give me a design, or particulars 
aa to w here I can get fittings for spirit stand 'I" 

S HOP, ETC. 

IV.-QUESTIONS ANSWERED BY CORRESPONDENTS. 
Lock s.- BRASS writes that if J. G. (Bloomsbury) 

(see No. 13-!, p~e 478) will apply to the under
mentioned, he wtll in all probability get what he 
req\1ires :-Mr. Wukeman, St. John's Square, E. C.; 
W. ro.ylor, TowerStt·eet, E . C. ; Thos. Ray, Waterloo 
Road North; all of Wolverha mpton. 

Mode l Stea.m Launch.-R. R. (Liverpool) writes 
in reply to A . .M. C. (H olvwood) (see No. 135, page 
494) :-" I should advise you to write to the engineer
ing firm, Leop. 'l'olch, of Lh·erpool, who will give 
you every information about launches. The a.oove 
firm !I-re. SUJ!plying alSO petroleum launcheS wat. 
capta1n), winch have met. with general approbat1on 
and have been conaidered even better thanateam 
launches." 

Wood Mole 'I'raps.-.T. T. AND SoNs (UZverston) 
write, in answer to J. J . (Oumberland) (see No. 135, 
page ~92), that they "make them one of their leading 
lines.'' 

Heating Room.-H. J . L . .T. M. (Ealing) writes, 
in reply,to C. J. P. (Derby) (see No. I33, page 462) :-"I 
should think that for a room of the s1ze you name 
(8 t:t. by 5 ft. bhy 9 ft.) the duplex burner, it li~hted 
an hour or an our and a half before you reqwre to 
use the room, would give out quite sufficient heat. 
I saw a lamp the other day called 'La.mpe Veri
tas,' which ga>e out,·accordingto size, twenty-five 
or .fifty candle power. It was so arranged that the 
lamp could be placed in a radiator of cast iron for 
warming purl?oses, or put on a table for lighting 
purposes. This lamp is extensively used in country 
places for warming and lightin~ purposes. I should 
avoid the quicklime plan: it 1s used by work~n 
in the open air, but I should not like to try it in a 
room so a~ all as describe~ by C. J. P . I t may be 
well to advise C. J. P. to see carefully that his room 
is suitably ventilated, or his studies may sutl'er and 
himself too.'' 

Flrewood.- F. H. !Streatham)writes in reply to 
F . B. (Rochdale) (see:No.l3t,page478): '1Iha.vesent 
a sketch of a. simple firewood bundling machine, 
which I hope will be plain to F. B. A. is an iron 
lever; when the wood is put into the round bars, 
B, the lever is pressed down under the catch, c; 

A 

Machine for Bundling Firewood. 

a. counter weight or a. spring will bring the lever up 
again when the bundle is tied. I n Vol. I. , No. 11, 
page 171 of Worut, under the heading, 'Our Guide 
to Good Things,' there are illustrations and descrip
tion of • Machinery for Splitt~fit and Bundling 
Firewood,' which I am sure · be useful and 
interesting to F. B." 

Paper for StencU Plates.--G. P . (El(lin) writes: 
-"hi ·w ORB:, page 459, VoL m ., I see a reply under 
the above heading b;r S. W. I do not th1nk S. W. 
will resent my sending the following: I have no 
wish to contradict him in what he says, for the 
simple reason that I couldn't, but I believe that the 
substance I am about to name is better than either 
of those which he suggests. This material is 
W illesden 1-ply paper . It is a · thin substance, 
although it possesses good body, and is by no 
means easily torn ; it is easily cut, and it does not 
absorb much moisture. It is to be had from the 
W illesden Paper and Canvas Worn, · in various 
colours at vanoua prices." 

Coating for Damp Walla.-G. P . (Elgin) writes: 
-"Under the above heading T HE .AUTHOR OF 
'EVERY MAN HIS OWN MEcHANIC ' recommends 
R. A. P . to use a solution of naphtha and shellac 
(see No. 133, page 'll2). Now, without going to 
contradict such a high authority, a llow me to sug
gest a material which may be used without toe 
unpleasant smell of the naphtha solution. That 
material is Willesden paper. .All substances whlch 
have been used as lining J?apers for walls where 
damp would be likely to InJUre the paper have 
been superseded by this paper , which is made b;y 
the Willesden Pa~er and Canvas Company, and 
is much cheaper. rheae papers may even be used 
by themselves, being supplied in certain colours, 
besides admitting of bemg coloured. For lining 
damp walls, either the 2-ply M. in. wide, at 18. per 
yard run for bl-own, ls. ,d. for neutral green and 
l s. 6cL for extra brown ; or the 1-ply 56 in. wide, at 
6d. per yard run for brown, 9d. for extra stout, 
and 8cL for neutral green, is recommended. I derive 
no bene.tlt whatever trom thus bringing the paper 
under n otice, except the satisfaction I feel from 
letting others know of a good thing ." 

V.- LBTTER8 RECEIVED. 
Questions have been received from &~:le following eorree

pouc1enu, auc1 anawera onl7 await space 1n 81Jor, upon which 
there ia srea& preaao•re :-J. H . (Mancht8tcr): R. T. (Ptdsltllj; 
W. Q, S. (Mane/taw); CYOLII:B; A RRADlllR; J. T. (Lo11dtm : 
II. s. G. (Fulhlltn, S.IY,); ll. B. H. <Mm'iolll).i M. D. C. (Liver
pool); LUX IN TIN IID1L111; F. W. (Ki ngs/and, l\',); MARKIVIILL; 
.I. J . M. (LII!<lrpoot) ; C&NTRR BOARD CA XOR: BRLLOWS ON 
TltRRR LRG8' R. M B. (0/Mgowl; G. W , (Chelsea); W. J. 
(lleaton); W. P. (ll'itMngfQII); Gull ; A. B. G. (ABcot); .A. T. L. 
(Qrow:es~); A. M. L. (Nuneaton); J. E . (CardUT); LROHORN; 
B. B. S. (lAfJe1'POOI); A. H. (H!Id6); A. N. (Bezhilll; GRI IID1NG-
8TOlllll j_ NIIW RUDBR

3
. STO!ISlUBO.N ; J. 0. ll'. (Coall>rookdalel; 

J. 0. ~ \.ltiuOft Gnnle i .. L.AliOB J AOI:: B. B. (..tccringtoft); 
0. B . (Ui.th); R. T. (' ~4/~am)iL• W. R- W. (Ji'tti/IIU!t); W. J. B. 
(&4111"9) ; on xN"' Ba. ; w. B. (Binning ham>; b AB-.. 
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MANUALS OF TECHNOLOGY. 
EDITED BY PROF. AYRT8H, F.R.S., AHO RICHARD WORMEll, O.SQ., M.A. 
The D yeing of T~xtUe Fabrics. By Prof. J. J. 

HUMMEL, f':C.S. With NWllerous Diagrams. Seventh Thou
sand. ss-

Steel and Iron. By W1LLIAM HE"'RV GREENwooD 
F.C.S., M. t.M.E, etc. With 97 Dialrlams from Original Work! 
ing- Drawings. Fifth Edition. S$ 

Spinning Woollen and Worsted. By w. s. 
BRIGHT MCLAR F.N, M.P., Worsted Spinner Wuh 69 Dia· 
grams. Second Edition. >4$. 6d. · 

Cutting Tools. By Prof. H. R. SMITH. With 14 Foi-ling- Plates and 51 Woodcuts. Third Edotion. 3S· 6d. 
Practical Mechanics . By Prof. J. PERRY, M .E. 

WiLh Numcrou.s IUustrations. Thud Edition. 35- 6d. 
Destgnln Textile F a brics. By T. R. AsHsiiH URST. 

Wuh 10 Coloured Plat•s and 1o6 C>iagr:uns. Third Edition.. >4S- 6d. 
Watch a nd Clock M a.king . By D. GLASGow, Vice

l'resident, Brlti>h Horulogi<:.al ln.Utute. Second Edition. >4S- 6<l. 

CASSELL & CoMPANY, L1MIT.RO, Lr1dg-ate Hill, Londtm. 

Cassell's Technical Manuals. A list sent 
post free on application to the publishers, 

CASSRLL & COMPANY, LrMITBD, Ludgale Hill, Lottdtm. 

FOURTH EotTION. Price 7B. 6 d.. 

Pract ical Electricity. A Laboratory and 
Lecture Course, for F irst Year Studeuts of Electrical 
Engineering. By Prof. W. E. Av&TON, F.R.S., Assoc. 
Mem. lost. C. E. With Numerous lllustrations. 

CASSBLL & COMPANY, LIMITED, Ludgate Hill, Lond"", 

WORK 
u publialled at La Delle Smn:age, Ludt}:Jte Hill, L..,.d.,., at 
9 o'clockt1!eY)I WedMoc!iJ)I mon~ing, and sltouldbe obtoi!IGhl<JeD<Jt'JI· 
Vlllere throughout CM United Ki>tuiiDm on Fridall at tl\el<ltalt.. 

TERMS 01!' SUBSCRIPTION. 
s mouths, free by post . . . . •• la. 8d. 
6 moo~hs, .. .. .. sa. Sol. 

12 month&, ., .. •• - 68. 6d. 
Postal Orders or Post omce Orders payable at tbe Go11cral 

Poat omee. LoodOD, to C.t.SB&LL &Dd Coa!P.t.l>Y. Lhuiteol. 
TBIUI8 FOil TIJB }).(8&BT10)( OF ADVBBTIBB14KST8 !If B .t.Oit 

W .IIIIJ[LT 1860&. £. OS. d. 
One PAge - • - • • • • 11 o o 
Half Page - • · • • - e 10 o 
Quarter Page • • • • • - - 3 12 6 
Eighth of a Page - - • • • • • 1 17 6 
One-Sixteenth ot & P&~Je • - • • • 1 o o 
Iu Column, per ineb • - • • • o 10 o 

Small prepaid .&dverttaemente, auch as Situations W•nteol 
and Excbangt-, Twenty Words or leeP., One Shillin~r, anc1 Ooe 
Penny J>Cr Word extra it o\·er Twenty. ALL 0TH¥R AdVP.I' 
tfsements iD Sale and ExchaRge Column are cbargetl 011e 
Shilling per Line (averaging ei!lbt word&>. 

Prmninent l'oeUione
1 

or u 8CridH of i 118ertf<m.'l, 
~V 1J!8cin arra>lf/M71e'Ot. 

••• Advertisements BIJOulc1 re11cb the Omce fourteea 
d8:1'8 in !ldYaOCe of tlo~ d~tC Of iosne. 

SALE AND EXCHANG'E . 
Victor Cycle Co., Grimsby, sell Mail-cart Wheels and 

Parts. l1s a 
Who's Lunt ?- Why, the Best Man for Joiners'Toetls, 

of warranted quality. Send stamp for our Seventh Edition 
Reduced Price List.-LUNT, Tool Merchant, 297, Hack
ney Road, London, E . [13 ~ 

Walker Broa., Leeds.-Mail-cart wheels and axles. 
cs R 

The Universal Amateur Exchange.-Electri
cal, Optical, Mechanical, Chemical, .l:'hotogrnphic, etc 
Established 1862. Catalo;ues, 2d.-A. CAPLATZI, Chenies 
Street, Bedford Square. [8 R 

Price List of Carpenters Tools, containing nearly 
400 Illustrations, free by post.-0SBORN BROTHERS, Tool 
Merchants, Portsmouth. [ t6 R 

The.Talmer does the B eat.-IIIustzated pamphlet 
of this perfect Hand Camera 2 stamps.- TALBOT AND 
EAMER, Blackburn. ' 

Photographic Apparatus, list 2 stamps. Dark 
Slides, best quality, fitteu to any camera : i plate, ss. ; 
~ plate, 9s. 3d. All sizes made.-TALBOT AND EAMBR, 
Blackburn. [ 18 R 

Fretwork Deslgns.-Books of I2, 7d. and 1s. 1d. ; 
40 smaller designs, 7d. ; samJ>le sheet of 6, 2~d. lo'retwood 
from 4d per foot.-TAVLOR'S Fretworkeries, .Blackpooi.[IQ R 

Joiners' Tool List, post frce.-.BooTH BRoTHERS, 
Dublin. [:lt R 

Wood Carvers should send for HATTEN & BsooAt.L's 
price list of Wood-carving tools, 69, Malvern Hill Road, 
Birmingham. [23 1t 

Given away, a £22 Yost Typewriter; see No. 1, 
"Pitman's Shonhand Weekly,'' Jd, Of all Newsagents. 

(23 B 

Lettering and Stgn-Wrl~lng ~de J:aay.
Also full-size diagrarn.s for markmg out e>ght alphabets, 
only xs.-F. CoULTHARD, Darlington Street, Bath. 100 
Decorators' Stencils (6o large sheets), 2s. 6d. 

Fret. Carving , and R e pouss e Patterns.
Joo of either full-si.ze, xs. ; ~s fret Photo Frames, IS. : 30 ' s" · · s ., Fret Brackets, xs. ; 100 tgn-wrtter ~ teoc1 s, IS. ;. ~oo 
Turning Desi,::-ns IS. ; 400 small Stencils, IS. ; soo Sh1eolds, 
Monograms, ·&c:, u., postage free. · F. CouLTHARD, Du· 
lington Street, Bath (late Bournemouth). [x s 

Amateurs supplied with all Electrical requ.isites; also 
Electric Belt material. Stamp for reply.- HoNNKY, 
Avenue Road, Lewisham. [2 s 

Dynamoll, Dynamos, Castings.-T.ist, stamp.-
A. K ING, Sbeerne5S. (~ • 
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